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BILL WITH ONE WARSHIP
MASSES FOR BENEFIT OF FEW

IS READY FOR PRESIDENT
Indianapolis. Ind.. Aug. 20. Gover- - lieve every dollar :uade should be so
nor Thomas R. Marshall, of Indiana, clean that an infant may cut its teeth
in his formal speech of acceptance of upon it. And they hold that it is no
naval appropriation bill. The measWashington, D. C, Aug. 20. A
nom-- i part of government to boost one man
the democratic
amendment was added to the ure, which will now go to the presito the notification and boot another."
delivered
illation,
dent
for
one
senate
and
when
the
provides
law
food
battleship
today
pure
committee here today, attacked the PARKER SERMONIZES
passed Representative Shelley's hill a number of submarines, colliers, and
ON DEAR DEMOCRACY.
"misrepublican party on the grounds that
auxiliary vessels. Thirteen members
which includes under the terra
it had fostered special privilege to
to
the
in
used
as
law,
opposed
not
Former
program
Alton B. Parker of
battleship
good,"
Judge
branding,
the point of making men everywhere New York, delivered the address here
"any false statement" design, or de- voted "present."
socialistic in theory if not in con- today notifying Gov. Thomas R. Marvice eulogizing the curative or thera-puta- WESTERN RAILROAD
duct.
RATES MAY BE CUT.
shall of his nomination for vice presiTHE NEW YORK
contents of a package.
D.
In this connection, he said:
dent by the democratic national con"Washington,
C, Aug. 20.
The bill introduced by RepresentaGUN MEN WILL BE
"It is idle for a thoughtful man In vention.
tive Sherley of Kentucky, which Transcontinental railways are facing
com- the
interstate
The judge said in part: "The faithby
suspension
INDICTED TQ-DA- Y
food
more
drastic the
America, whether millionaire or pau-would make
'
and drugs law as applied to patent ,llerce commission of advances in
per, to longer play the ostrich. Safe- - ful sons of democracy, proud of the
raws proposed recently, l ue
and proprietary medicines passed the liBigui
ty does not consist in hiding one's history of their party covering a half
SSXXXXXX'XXXXXXXS
new rates to become effective Septemadministration
head in the sands f either sentiment century of federal
house.
X
A blanket indictment, charging X
ber 2 would increase the transportalor hope. It is foolish for the vastly welcome at Baltimore the opportunity
X murder
in
the
X
The bill would prohibit the publish- tion
first
degree
charges of many commodities
rich to keep on insisting that more to substitute practice for preaching
X was returned by the
ing of claims of "cure alls'' that can- from the Atlantic seaboard to Pacific
grand jury X
more shall be added to their and permanence for promise.
and
X this afternoon against
not be substantiated.
Police
coast terminals. They also would
"Indeed they seized it by the nomriches
X Lieutenant Charles Becker find X
through a specious system of
MOVING PICTURES
make some reductions to
of Wilson and Marshall; seizination
enaet-X four gangsters in connection X
' ed it with
special legislation
ostensibly
WILL BE COPYRIGHTED. mountain destinations.
so firm a grip tthat it caned to run the government, in reality
X
with
20.
The
D.
the
of
X
murder
Gambler
HerC, Aug.
Washington,
not be loosened either by the host of
Vigorous protests are being receiv- FARMER WANTED TO KIDNAP PRETTY
EXPERT
DECLARES THAT INSTITU- enacted to loot the people.
X
man
Rosenthal.
senate yesterday passed the house bill ed from eastern manufacturers und
or by the deluded peo"It is worse than ignorance for republicanism
indicted
HERSELF IN X The gangsters
are X
TION IN MISSOURI IS SURVIVAL
putting moving pictures under the pro- shippers and from Pacific coast jobGIRL, WHO LOCKED
who have not as yet discovered
ple
in.them to smile at the large body of
X "Lefty Louie," "Whttey Lewis," X
tection of the copyright laws.
bers and merchants.
either that their leader's battles are
CLOSET WHILE HER FATHER AND X "Dago Frank" and
OF DARK
DING
MEN telligent Americans who regard themIt appears likely that many of the
Instead of providing for a fine for
"Gyp, the X
waged for himself, not for the Lord,
if
as
and
debit
selves
the
fortunate
X
Blood."
or that his contrary pretense is with
each moving picture which infringes proposed increases will be suspended
BROTHERS FOUGHT
BY WRISTS
HUNG
at.
accounts
the
balance
credit
life
of
X
Jack Sullivan, a friend of X
another the bill provides that in case pending a thorough inquiry.
the hope that he will thus secure the
of
assume
end
that aid of the Lord's hosts for a third
the year; and to
X Becker, and
William
of an innocent infringement the total
Generally the Increases would be
Shapire, X
the mighty many, niio are becoming term,
X chauffeur
of
the
made by the cancellation of existing
automobile X
damages shall not exceed $100.
contrary to the unwritten law
nniM&m
convinced that that social system that of the
X which the murderers used, al
HOUSE PASSES NAVAL
CRIMINALS THERE
country, and in disregard of his
otAKLHiHb
a
we
but
call
is
X
were included in the blanket
democracy
glittering pledge to the people to obey that law.
BILL FOR ONE SHJP.
v
generality, will long endure the
"The method by which the demouicunent, making seven in all X
Washington, D. C, Aug. 20. t3y a rates in water power legislation; Rep- FOR MURDERER X charged with first degree murder, x!
ARE MADE WORSE dustrial slavery being produced.
vote of 151 to 50 the house today resentative Austin replied in a heatcratic convention seized the opportunX All are under arrest with the ex- - x!
"Whether voting the ticket V ity is so simple and straightforward
adopted the conference report on the ed speech.
X ception of "Lefty
not, men everywhere looking upon that it at once captures confidence
Louie" and X!
Belle Plaine, Kan., Au.- - 20. In a X "Gyp the Blood." The grand X1 Columbia,
20. Br. the awful injustice of this economic and arouses enthusiasm.
Mo.,
Aug.
X jury refused to
return indict- - X F ank H. Loveland, or Topeku, Kan system are becoming socialistic in
"It was accomplished by simply
GENERAL BOOTH
fight that followed a desperate atments against ?mi Schenns. Jack
V
for pres". ynt. and
theory if not in conduct.
nftt-a
nomipatiis
an
sas,
inspecprison
expert
tempt by Sam Wood, 35 years old, a X Rose. "Bii!;;:o" Webber, Harry X tion
d
IS REPORTED AS
ian
s?y president men whose' Records as'
at "And shall any
Missouri's
penitentiary
farmer, to kidnap Ethel Manahan, the X Vallon and Louis Libby, who are X Jefferson City, pronounced that insti- that if it redounds to the interests of
respectively of New Jersey
SLOWLY DYING
and Indiana show that they know how
tution the most barbaric in t he coun- the people of this country that a
daughter of Matt. Mana- X held as material witnesses.
X X X X X X X X X JS X.X X
men shall control its business to create and apply needed governtry with the possible exception of
han, at the latters farm near here
New York, Aug. 20. General 'Willto the good of everyone, that there is mental remedies
and whose
lives
of Nebraska and Georgia.
those
1G
early today, James Thompson,
iam Booth, commander in chief of the
New York, Aug. 20. Sam Schepps
"The Missouri penitentiary is a dis- anything fallacious in the theory that give abundant surety that the pledges
Salvation Army, whose health has
years old, was killed. Manahan was was again the central figure in the grace to your state." he said.
govern m?nt instead of transferring of their party and their own promises
been failing ever since he was oper"It is a criminal breeder and a relic business to a favored few for the ben- to the people will be faithfully kept."
fatally wounded and Gaylord Mana- - Rosenthal murder case today when
ated on in May last, for the removal of
he appeared before the grand jury of Dark Ages. Yesterday
Mr. Parker took his text from Gov.
morning efit of all should itself discharge that
han, 1G years old a son of Matt, was
a cataract in his left eye, is rapidly
Wilson's notification speech wherein
piepaiod to repeat the story he told While going through the prison I saw business for the benefit of all.
hurt, but not seriously.
District AltnrilOV lVhitmnn
becoming weaker.
V,....rr ,.n W
nut late tVin t.i'nt,"I do not hesitate to say that if it is considered the partnership between
Wood spared youg Manahan's life he corroborated in many essential de- - their wrists, the blood
According to the bulletin issued
be
impossible to restore this republic government and privilege. His methstreaming
this morning by the physicians in at- GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS ARE ASKED ;when the latter agreed to drive him tails the confession of "Bald Jack" down their arms and their toes
barely to its ancient ideals, which I do not od of treatment was to declare:
tendance "General Booth's condition
"1.
The fact of the partnership
Police T.ie itenani- touching the floor."
EXPLAIN WHY PROMINENT to safety. A posse is pursuing Wood. Hose, implicating
TO
believe, and I must make the ulti
Wood lived on a neighboring farm. Becker in the killing. The district at-- !
gives rise to increased anxiety."
WARDEN DENIES CHARGES.
mate choice between the paternalism and the resulting public injury.
"2. That the republican party was
Many of the general's relatives and
GENERALS WERE EXECUTED ON During the night he drove up to the torney
a - .o' the few and the socialism of the
was confident that before!
Jenerson city, .Mo., Aug. 2U.
high officials of the Salvation Army
Manahan place in a buggy and routed nightfall, indictments" would be re- - len Henry Andrae today denied that many, count me and my house with solely responsible for the inauguraSUCH SHORT
are in attendance or in close touoh
NOTICEBANDITS
tion of the partnership relations, inout young Thompson, a farm- hand. turned
against seven persons, Those Prisoners were harshly treated in the the throbbing heart of humanity.
with the sick chamber.
the tariff and combinations
He demanded that Thompson produce to be indicted are said to be:
Missouri prison.
"The discontent in republican ranks stancing
LOOT WHOLE TOWN
Miss Manahan.
The young woman
"The charges of Dr. Loveland that j3 democratic discontent. How much to restrain trade and prevent compeRosenzweif, (Lefty Louie).
COMMISSON FORM
ho saw twenty men hung up by the 0f jt jias reached the point where tition as the illustrations.
had been aroused by loud talking in
Horowitz, (Gyp the blood).
FOR TRINIDAD COLO.
"That neither the republican nor
converand
wrists are absoultely false,' said the wearied with the bad workings of a
the
the
20.
nationThe
yard
overhearing
Pekin, China, Aug.
Corrofici, (Dago Frank).
Trinidad, Colo., Aug. 20. Whether
the progressive party could be trusted
Muller, (Whitey Lewis), the four warden. "I do not believe that that good svstem, it is willing to topple to break
or not Trinidad shall have a special al assembly today considered the ex- sation of the two men fled to a closet
up the partnership.
many men have been punished in the that systpm 0ver"and try something
alleged murders.
charter, providing for a commission planation of the government in re- and locked the door.
"4.
That the democratic party
hand
We
last
sometimes
to
declined
year.
put
either
to
of
flatly
Thompson
General
Jack
execution
new
cannot
the
Sullivan and William Shapiro
form of government, is being decided gard
j
,)rophe8y
could be relied upon to accomplish
..n,It j. am
st the po'ls here today. The present Chank Chen Wu, and General Feng produce the girl or tell where she and Lieutenant Becker on a supersed- cuffs on a prisoners wrists, and put
s;.e that whatever that result."
but
above
arms
his
his
head,
always ,.adges men nlay ,ear jn Amprioa
administration forces
are solidly Wei, members of Dr. Sun Yat Sen's might be found. After further parley- ing indictment.
Judge Parker's contention that reThe tUig yf,al whatever ballots they may
An unexpected witness before the ibis feet are fiat on the floor.
Charges of party, who were summarily put to ing Wood deliberately fired at Thompagainst the movement.
lief could come only from the election
severe.
is
bulat
not
ait
son.
The
a
fell
dead
with
latter
piiiiisnmeni
decided
and
cast and whatever battle cries they of .Marshall and Wilson and demogrand jury this afternoon was "Big
fraud by means of "padded" registra- death a few days ago,
Jack" Zelig. now out on bail awaiting
tion "are being made by the commis- that it was unsatisfactory. The mem- let through his head.
may utter, there are but three grades cratic congress, offering of reasons
The elder Manahan then appeared trial for carrying concealed
of citizens.
sion government league, against the bers of the assembly demand the atwhich he said, negatived all possibiliweapons.
"The first grade is made up of the ty of relief from either the republirepublican leaders, who are conduct- tendance tomorrow of the premier and upon the scene and made for Wood. It previously has been reported that
an
Wood
iron
and
bar
after
grabbed
was
and can or the progressive.
told that the indictment
favored few, their hangers-oZelig
ing the opposition, but no arrests war minister to give further explanaa struggle, beat Manahan over the r.gainst him would bo quashed if he
who think the
their beneficiaries,
have been made. Indications point tions.
Of the latter, he said in part:
to have head. Leaving Manahan unconscious told who furnished the gun men to
The government claims
to the defeat of the prosecution.
"Its creator and nominee for presieagle is upon the dollar, not as an
emblem of liberty, but as an emblem dent occupied that office for about
proof of the guilt of the executed gen-- ; on the ground, within twenty feet of make away with Rosenthal. It was to
of power and who look upon gov-- ! seven and
erals and of the complicity of sev-- i where Thompson's body was stretch-era- l learn of these reports that Zelig was '
years but during
X CATRON GETS TWO
officials in the government ed prone, Wood attacked Gaylord, the brought before the grand jury.
ernment as an annex to their business that time he could not be persuaded
high
X
CANNON FOR CITY.
service in a secret society for the young son of Manahan when he
The appearance at the court house
affairs; there are they who in the to say a single word in favor of liftX
Washington, D. C, Aug. 20.
overthrow of the government. Friends pleaded with the murderer to spare of Zelig caused a sensation.
past years of republican misrule have ing from the people tihe burden imX The senate has passed bill grantof Dr. Sun Yat Sen have advised him the lives of his father and sister.
turned the temple of constitutional posed upon them by extortion of tariff
Former
Police
Magistrate Wahle,
X ing 103 cannon to various towns X
Wrood's reply was a blow that who
s
not to continue his journey to Pekin.
mart rates.
freedom into a
was
"Big Jack's" counsel when
X throughout the country to be X A
stunned the boy, but did not injure he was released
number of
"True, he admits in his confession
and have made of the
on bail, Tevealed the
X placed) in public squares, the X
of faith, that certain interests have
in the Chinese empire are said to be him seriously.
fact that his client was arrested last MUCH CHARGED NEW MEXICO RESI- branches of the government-obeisan- t
X grounds of public buildings and X
Wood then entered the house and
his death.
lackeys of the jingling guinea.
X about state armories.
X planning
inursday at Providence, R. 1. Mr.
DENT WILL NOW TAKE CHARGE
20. A desperate started a systematic search for Miss Wahle intimated
Aug.
Hong
"The second grade consists of those
Kong,
(Continued on Page Five.)
that
X
had
Senator Jones of Washington, X
been
Zelig
Manahan. Twice he made the rounds
whose outlook upon life has been en-- i
on a
X got a cannon for half a dozen X attack was made last night by a large of
apprehended
trivial
MARSHAL'S
OFFICE
U.
OF
charge
S.
the rooms, but failing to find the through an
larged by the civilization under which
X towns in his state. Senator Cat- - X body of pirates on the Island of
between
young woman, ran out into the yard. the New Yorkunderstanding
GIVEN HIM BY TAFT AND OLD we live, who have been taught by the CURRY RESIGNS
X ron of New Mexico got two.
and Providence police.
X Cheung Chow, forming part of the
British colony of Bng Hong, and Young Manahan had recovered and He claimed his client had been unschool and the college, by the press
on his knees pleaded with Wood to
GUARD IN STATE.
and the magazine, who appreciate the
chiefly as a missionary sanitarium.
treated.
fairly
BIG COMMITTEE
They arrived 100 strong and well save the lives of his father and sisgood things of life, whose horizon has
Other witnesses
examined
today
ter.
a
armed
launch
a
in
for
whose
and
been
towing
large
were
enlarged
capacity
clerk
MARTIN
AND
of
the
a
PROF.
hotel at Far RockHe promised to do so if the boy
Washington, D. C. Aug. 20.-Chinese junk. Upon landing they atjoy an(J mnow hag been increased
away, where the gun men congregated Ln
th
tun hnnr. f oywuHvp
tacked the small police force on duty, would help him get away. The two alier tne
- Kinn the KBnato tndV atmin
winaitions nave Decome unuear CONGRESSMAN FROM NEW MEXICO IS
a
and
photosnooting,
rnnflrmpri
buggy and drove
MISS ALLEN MARRIED killed an Indian police sergeant, two jumped tointotheWood's
t0 ,nem- Tney have reached the
who
a
nb,e
made
grapher
of
group picture
FOR ROOSEVELT AND
INFORMS
MR
President Taft's nomination of Secsouth. Two miles disother officers and then looted the rapidly
mem mere. Lnaries I'. Plitt, descnb- - undino Romero as United States mar-e- point where, in the struggle for that
Wood
tant.
entered
a
de
cornfield,
houses of the inhabitants who numTAFT
HE
HILLES
WILL
SUPPORT
NOT
to
as Becker's press agent, also
be right, they
which they believe
for
ber about 2700. The pirates secured serting the vehicle end ordering Man- tifiied.
AT CATHEEARLY MORNING CEREMONY
After nnco infirm inn- Pnmprn tho are willing to destroy the ideals of
a considerable amount of money from ahan to "return home."
How many of these
These witnesses, it was said, com - 'senate hart
the action the republic.
home, young Manahan
Arriving
DRAL COMES AS SURPRISE TO MANY one pawnshop, stealing $10,000 in all.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 20. After
Pieted the testimony desired by the hofonco nt nhorooo oraineit him Tho there are. I do not know, but I do a short conference with fresiaeni
soon
and
alarm
the
after
dayspread
The
govthen
the
kidnaped
pirates
in
the
district
FRIENDS OF POPULAR COUPLE
before he asked the senate went into executive siession know that special privilege
Taft early today Charles D. Hilles,
ernment tax collejor and threaten- light a posse had started in pursuit grand attorney
almost immediately after as PbHc is breeding them day by day chairman of the republican national
jury to present a blanket in- ed to carry off a numbed of wealthy of Wood. A physician, who treated dictmen t.
sembling. The nomination of Secun-- ' like rabbits in a warren.
committee, went to the capitol to beEarly this morning at the Cathe- Chinese who, however, ransomed the elder Manahan, stated his condi"The third grade of citizens it gin an all day series of conferences
Schepps counsel gays his client d;no Romero to be United States mar-- !
was
tion
dangerous.
themselves.
The European inhabidral, Vicar General Anthony
conto
me
call
with republican members of congress.
In Wood's buggy was found a bot- will make a clean breast of every- - shal of New Mexico, once confirmed pleases
joined in marriage Professor tants escaped unhurt.
and confirmation
later withdrawn, stitutional democrats. These are they
thing.
There was no set meeting but memCommunication with Cheung Chow tle of chloroform and a gold bracelet.
George F. Martin, superintendent of
who believe that the equality of man- bers came and went
Two more banks have been found was considered.
having short talks
normal school and Hong Kong was cut off and infor- Wood was Indicted by the March
the
Many charges had been filed against kind does not consist in an equality with the national chairman. AH reterm of the federal grand jury in this where Lieutenant Becker had money
of El Rito, and Miss Margaret Allen mation is only obtainable
by
but
of
en
on
in
confirmation
Romero.
The
and
on
brain
vote
the
equality publicans in congress were invited
deposit. These, it is said, brought
brawn,
city for sending an obscene letter to
of this city. The affair came as a
13.
whereby every man, native and for- though it was said some of the proMrs. Minnie Owen, a music teacher of the total of Becker's deposits up to of Secundino Romero was 39 to
complete surprise to their many
The nomination of Judge Sloan of eign born, has an inalienable right to gressive republicans of the house had
$90,000.
0
Wichita. He wag released on a
friends, for not until the announce SHELDON TO HANDLE
There was a shape-uin the Dolice Arizona, also under fire, was not exercise all of his ability in getting announced their intention of not gobond and his trial set for Septemment was read in Church last Thurs
THE G. O. P. COIN.
"vice squads" today when Commis - discussed.
on in the world just so he realizes ing.
ber next.
day did anyone have the slightest
Fioner
Waldo
lieuthat in getting on he owes it to him20.
two
IJ.
transferred
Aug.
George
C,
Among the first was RepresentaWashington,
A
of
farmers pursued Wood
posse
inkling of the engagement. Besides R.
A trolley self, to his family and to the republic tive George
20.
N.
Y.,
tenants
to
Rochester,
Aug.
of
treasurer
and
the
republiSheldon,
precinct
duty
appoint
and overtook him this afternoon near
Curry of New Mexico. He
the bridesmaid, Miss Clara Miller,
car this afternoon plunged off a to see to it that ha sets on honestly, came to hand his resignation as a
and the best man, Mr. Charles Eck- can national committee In 1908, hag his own farm, two miles north of ed new men in their places.
trestle on the Manitou beach line and and that he doeg not prevent any member of the republican congrescomBelle Plaine. Wood ran from a corn
ert, only a few intimate friends were been selected as treasurer of the
into the water of Lake Ontario.
for
other man from obtaining the reward sional committee to Rev. Moore of
the
mittee
campaign.
present
field
into
for
New
F
8ubsciS)e
the
road
at
tho
the
before
Santa
the wedding. Alter
the
and
present
of his honesty and enterprige.
D.
Charles
re
of
chairman
the
Pennsylvania, who was calling on Mr.
Hilles,
could
posse
church services, Mr. and Mrs. Martin
stop him, had fired three Mexican, the paper 'hat boost! all
democrats be Hilles. Mr. Curry recently declared
"These
Latest sporting news In the Santa
left in an automobile for Lamy, where publican committee, today made the bullets into his breast. He wag re of the time and work for the unlieve in making money, but they be-- for Colonel Roosevelt.
turned to Belle Plaine, fatality injured building rf our new State.
Fe New Mexican. Read It.
they will catch the flyer for El Paso, announcement.
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The Little Store?

HEAT ENDANGERS LIVES
OF ELDERLY FOLKS.

X

Sickness and Misery Follow In-- .
attention to the Minor Ills.

A

t

Again Reminds You of the Superior

VALUED

TER

MYSTERIOUS

nn

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

$611 SUITOUER
Phone Black

45

HAT WORTH '$30
RAGES FIERCELY
THE TALE OF A HAT.
Mrs. "Tiny"

Iola
El Toro

Dawson Coal
Sawed Wood

PORTLAND CEMENT

J. CRICHTON
Lumber and Coal Yard
R.

Kinds of Building Materials.
Screen Doors, Red and White Cedar Fence Posts
Alt

Vard

Phone, Red

JJJ

Hickox Street, Near Union Depot.

100

Phone, Red

100

Phone, Red

100

YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL
LUMP
FACTORY WOOD
LUMP
SAWED WOOD

Wood

i
5
--.vm-

ulw

STEAM COAL
CORD WOOD
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.

THE STAR BARN
Successor to

MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
FIRST-CLAS-

Also

First-Clas-

Phone Main

s

139

LIVERY

S

RIGS.

Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons

J.

R. CREATH,

310

San Fracisco St.

SANTA FE, N. M.

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. GANN, Prop.

WOODY'S STAGE LINE
From

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

Telephone II.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ol
Two Doorg Below F. Andrews Star.
the north bound train and arrives at
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Taos at 7 p. m.
Rooms for Bent 25c and 50c.
Short Orders at All Hours.
Ten miles shorter than any other
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00 way. Good covered' hacks and good
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
Trench Noodle Order fOc, a dlfin,
furnished commercial men to take In
Kew York Chop Suey 60c. the
surrounding tons. wire K.nhuda

Station.

Original cost of
Holmes' hat

$

30.00

Justice court costs in Hiss
Ada Clark's suit to collect
9.90
the bill from "Tiny" Holmes
Attorney fees, five lawyers, in
' 50.00
justice court
Costs of Holmes' appeal to su25.00
perior court
Attorney fees, superior court
: 50.00
hearing on appeal
Sheriff's fees and cost of cusHolmes' cigar
in
todian
store in attachment proceeding
Cost of bonds on attachment
and appeal, notarial fees,
etc. ,

Leg, Spread to Other
Parts of Body. Several Boils.
Pain Caused Nervousness and
Loss of Sleep. Cuticura Soap
and Ointment Effected Cure.

BLAZE IN ADOBE

NEAR

CATHEDRAL

STORE
DOES

WE SELL EVERYTHING YOU NEED FOR THE BATHROOM.
TUBS, SOAP HOLDERS, CLOTHES HOOKS EVERYTHING YOU
NEED TO MAKE YOUR BATH A LUXURY.
REMEMBER OUR STORE WHEN YOU NEED ANYTHING
FOR YOUR BATHROOM. WHEN YOU BUY FBOM US WE WILL
GIVE YOU A SQUARE DEAL, BECAUSE WE WANT TO DEAL
WITH YOU AGAIN.

MILITARY

Phone

today because of the illness of a
child. The flames last night attract-- ; cosed between Pecos Water t'sers'
ed a large crowd as it was at first
Agsocjation and the Civic Develop-though- t
the Cathedral was on fire.
iment Co. of Kansas City, that will
Ward was burned while making sure ampe capital for development of
a determined effort to save the con- - the am)s No details of the working
tents of the building. He completely pIans are given out. But in a general
extinguished the fire in the lower way it may be gaI(1 tnat contracts will
rooms with a garden hose and it was be made witn individual land owners
thought the fire was out when the t0 advance the necessary funds for
names suddenly burst forth in the up- - piantjng alfalfa and orchards, more es- per story. The entire structure was pecially peach and other deciduous
gutted, me loss nas not been ascer-- , fruit tnat nave proven so successful
tained but it will be considerable, as m the project. ' It contemplates the
n.ueh valuable property was stored in expenditure of a large amount
of
the building. There was no insur-- ; money in the course of the next two
ance.
years. After the orchards are iu
A peculiar part of the affair was!bearing the and may be soid as
several of the mission
priests Sjred.
stationed at the Cathedral had passed
Tne conditions in the Carlsbad
the building only a quar- - ject al.e ripe for the intensive devel-te- r
of an hour before the fire was dis-- i opment that this
contemplates as the
covered. They saw no evidence of the past has fully demonstrated the possi-firalthough it must have been burn- - bilities of the climate, soil, and water
mg lor several hours.
supply from the government irrigaMonsignor
Fourchegu
telephoned tion system. The Civic Development
infor the fire department when
Co. is an old hand at development and
formed by one of the sisters from will no doubt be successful here. J.
the sanitarium nearby that the build-- ; F. Rudd the president, .Returned
to
ing was afire. She had stepped into Kansas City this morning after an ex
the yard and saw the smoke issuing tended investigation.
His company
from the building. Mr.
ard was: win at once begin to line things up
one of the first on the scene and he for pushing the work at an early day.
at once turned a garden 'hose on the This new deal has the endorsement of
flames. Just as he approached
the the Commercial cluo and other
an excited spectator rushed izations in the project and the workup and kicked in the door. With a; will start out with the hearty support
rear, the flames shot out for six feet of all interested in t)he country,
severely burning Ward's hands and
driving him back.
He gamely kept up the fight and
put out the fire in the lower room.
is iDtcrestec and should know
about the wonderful
Jiist as the fire burst out in the seci MARVEL
Whirling Spray
ond story, the fire apparatus arrived
itic new vaginal syringe.
and the firemen mounted a ladder to
it most convenient. It
cleanses instantly.
the second story and turned a stream
of water on the fire. They were de- Ask your druggist for it.
if he cannot supDly
layed greatly by the fact that they did MARVEL, accept no other?
send stamp for illustrated
not bring enough hose and a spectator out
book sealed. It
full particu Wiii '
had to go to the truck and bring them lars and directions gives
invaluable to ladles.
44
WAKVlL
UstZH
Vtrcet.New 1
CH..
a second supply. They finally extinguished the flames but the havoc had
been wrought and the valuable books
and other stores completely destroyed.
The water probably did more
damage to the books than the flames.

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

'TheWestPoint of the Southwest.'

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U. S.
War Department.

If

Located in th.e beautiful Pecos
Valley, 3,700 feetabove sea level,
sunshine every day. Open air
work throughout thti entire session.
Conditions for physical
and -- nta' development are
IDEA
such as cannot be found
elsewhere in America. Fourteen officers and instructors, all
graduates from standard Eastern colleges.
Ten buildings,
modern in every respect.
Repents
E. A. CAHOON. President.
J. E. KHEA, Vice Presidetit.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. PuE, Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAY.
For particulars and illustrated
logue, address,
COL.

J.4S. W.

W1L

L'CN,

cata.
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Hardware We Have

If Its

14.

Phone 14

Why Import Mineral Water
r

:

WHEN

YOU CAN GET THE

:

?

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

Leave orders at

Patronize home industry.

Delivered to your house.

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

WATER CO.

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

lie-th-

pro-an- d

1.00

FRANK M. JONES,

Capital City Bank BIdg.

Room 26.

e

12.00

Total cost of Mrs. Holmes'
$011.90
hat to date . .
San Francisco, Aug. 20. Before
Miss Ada Clark and S. E. Holmes
conclude their litigation in the superior court, the headgear which covers
the mass of curls worn by Mrs.
"Tiny'' Holmes will effect one or
more hank accounts' to the sum of
$cn.9o.
A year ago, Mr3. "Tiny" Holmes
purchased a hat at Miss Clark's store
and had the $30 it cost charged to her
husband.
Later, the testimony ran, Miss
Clark learned there might be a split
in the Holmes
family and called
"Tiny" over the phone, asking him to
pay the bill.
"Never," he is alleged to have replied, "will I pay $30 for a woman's
hat. I'll carry the case to the suStates
preme court of the United
first." Miss Clark brought suit in the
justice court and Holmes employed a
big law firm to defend him. He lost,
and appealed to the superior court.
If he loses again the state supreme
court is left, and "Tiny" declares he
will go there.
But there he must stop for the supreme bench of the United States has
not time to try the issues involving a
woman's hat, even if the federal statute didn't forbid litigation there ,be- tween parties of the same state resi- dence.
And the higher "Tiny" goes with
his suit the greater will be the cost
of Mrs. Holmes' hat. Some one must
pay in the end.
However, Mrs. Tiny still wears the

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.

-

organ-buildin-

REAL ESTATE

For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and Or
chards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
Or. Phone No. rfed 76
For Full Information Call,

g

-

rrrrrrrrrr
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LEGHTl

Every Woman

THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
ODS, Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the mod- em home and why all tms ngm r 10
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.
N

a

UNCLE ABE'S

RHEUMATISM

SOAP

TheGreatest Discovery of the Age.
THE CARLSBAD
Made from the formula of an EmPROJECT MOVES inent German Doctor. It will

cure all rheumatic and muscular

Carlsbad, X. M., Aug. 20. The de- pains in both old and young. Recvelopment movement in the Carlsbad ognized by most
leading doctors
success. as the
project is now an assured
cure
for Rheumagreatest
Only last February a new and favorable contract was entered into with tism, Stiff Necks, Stiff Shoulders,
"us n
the United States. Next a strong
nesi,
in
the
Stomach, are all
oiCramPs
to
ganization
push the development
the lands was perfected. The Carls- - Quickly removed by following the
hat.
bad Commercial
club, representing 'directions closely that accompany
the business interests and Pecos Wa- each package of UNCLE ABE'S
AMTAC
UAII) MANV
Users' association, the official body RHEUMATISM SOAP. GuaranI KIWI UVJ
IIWTT
ol the land owners in the project teed under the Food and
Drugs
IN BERNALILLO CO. combined and raised the necessary
Act.
funds for publicity. So far many setJ. KILBRIDE, SOLE AGENT,
How tnany autos are there in Ber-- j tiers have come to the project in con-- i Suite 34 nci 35. Dept It.
Xo.
Hridge Plaza,
nalillo county is the question that is sequence of this organized work. But
Long stand Citv, New York.
Price c per'pkir. By Mail add c. for Pnstaee
another
has
been
important step
worrying Secretary of State Lucero.
just
ALL MAIL OKDEKS PROMPTLY FILLED;The assessor there reports only 121 taken that will materially promote de- automobiles
in
Bernalillo
county. velopment. Last night a contract was
That may be all there are down
there but to any one who has visited
the metropolis, it appears that there
must be more than that number as
there are over ninety in Santa Fe
county. One assessor reported to Mr.
Lucero that there were thirty-fivHealth is the foundation of all good
autos in his county that had been list- looks. The
wise woman realizes this
ed for assessment and outside of that and
takes precautions to preserve her
he didn't know how many more there
health and
the pe.
were, but guessed there were about a riod of child strength through
bearing. She remains a
dozen. The secretary, naturally had
to return his report and ask him to pretty mother by avoiding as far as
possible the suffering and dangers ot
find out and tax the entire number.
.
such occasions. This every woman
may do through the use of Mother's
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Friend, a remedy that has been so long
(010493)
In use, and accomplished so much
Department of the Interior,
that it is in no sense an experi
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., good,
ment, but a preparation which always J will
1912.
22,
July
produces the best results. L is for
Notice Is hereby given that Sefer-In- external
application and so penetrating
Vigil, of Santa Fe, New Mexico, in its nature as to thoroughly lubricate
who, on July 2G, 1904, made home- - every muscle, nerve and tendon in- stead entry Xo. 010493-799for E
volved during the period before baby
Made
XW
XW
SW
Sec. 13, Lot comes. It aids nature by expanding
3. Section 24, Township 18 N., Range
the skin and tissues, relieves tender-nes-s
10 E., X. M. P. Meridian, has filed no- and soreness, and perfectly pr
tice of Intention to make Final Five pares the system for natural and safe
Thirty years' of experience in
Year Proof, to establish claim to the motherhood. Mother's Friend has been
land above described, before Register used and endorsed by thousands of tailoring in seme of the largest
and Rec iver, U. S. Land Office, mothers, and its use will prove a comcities in Europe and America.
y
Santa Fe, Xew Mexico, on the 10th fort and benefit
woman
to
in
any
day of Sept., 1912.
need of such a
1!
101 Washington; Avenue.
Claimant names
as
witnesses:
Mother's
jTIA
Rafael Montoya, Beatriz Vigil, Anas- - remedy.
Friend is sold at
tacio Montoya, Atanacio Vigil, all of drug stores. Write for free book foi
' Phone,Black 22J.
Santa Fe, X. M.
expectant mothers, ' which contains
MANUEL R. OTERO,
much valuable information.
Goods Called for and Delivered
RegiBter.
BaADFlUDRECUUTORCO.,
Atlssu, Cs.
-

tr

rum

OTHING IS QUITE SO CONVEN
IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your

N

-

iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day aad n;ght' Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

The Tailor

--

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

Will clean, press, repair

or alter Ladies' and
Gents' Garments at
reasonable prices and
guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'
and Gents' Custom

I

ow

j

e

INSTITUTE

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

JULiUSQMURALTER

NEW MEXICO

:

I

te

The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe

LEO HERSCH

:

336 TV. 20th St., Los Angeles, Cat.
The skin altection began in a little red
colored rash on my right leg, and gradually
DAMAGE
LAST
CONSIDERABLE
spread to other parts of my
body. Then small pimples
EVENING.
appeared and later several
boils on my leg. The skin
around tho boils was at
first bright red, and afterR. F. WARD BADLY
wards lecame darker colored. Theclothlng Irritated
the sores. The pain caused
BURNED ON HANDS
nervousness and loss of
6leep, and tho itching was
various remedies for
R. F. Ward, a foreman employed on tntenso. After using
about six months I saw bow a person afthe Masonic temple was severely burnflicted with skin disease was cured by using
and treasured Cuticura Soap and Ointment.
ed on both hands,
books belonging to Monsignor Four-chegu- ,
" I bathed the sores with Cuticura Soap
vicar general, were destroyed and hot water and then applied Cuticura
when a mysterious blaze gutted the Ointment and after about six months' conthe Bores gradually healed
ancient adobe store house in the rear stant treatment
the skin soft and smooth. Cuticura
oi the new pastoral dwelling at the leavingand Ointment effected a complete
Soap
Cathedral shortly after 8 o'clock last cure."
(Signed) H. A. Robinson, Feb. 2412.
nre
If you wish a skin clear of pimples, blackevening. As usual tne sania
heads and other annoying eruptions, hands
department saved the lot.
soft and white, hair live and glossy, and
An investigation is being conducted
scalp free from dandruff and itching, begin
cause
today to try and determine the
to-dthe regular use of Cuticura Soap for
ot the fire. The door, usually locked, the toilet, bath and shampoo, assisted by
was found unlocked despite tne tact an occasional light application of Cuticura
that no one, so far as known had Ointment. Sold every where. Liberal sample
been in the building all day. The of each mailed free, with 32-- Skin Book. Adpost-ca- rd
"Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
janitor usually was in charge of the dress
men should use Cuticura
WTender-face- d
store room but he was not at work
Soap Shaving Stick. 25c. Saniplo free.

ROOM

'
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ITCHING

AFFECTION

IN FIRE

Always the Leader

Gfl

E

In Rash on

Quality and Large Variety of the

" Soltaire " Goods.

BOOKS

ARE BURNED

N

Older peole should be especially
careful of their health during the hot
months, as high temperature has a pe
culiarly enervating effect that tends
to disarrange the entire digestive sysin
The slightest indiscretion
tem.
diet is almost sure to be followed by
bowel trouble and Indigestion, but if
care is taken to keep the bowels open
by using a gentle laxative stimulant
at the first sign of an irregularity, a
great deal of misery and distress can
be avoided.
Strong; harsh and drastic physics
of the
should be avoided because
their
Khock to the system following
use. An excellent laxative, and one
that is easy and n?Uiral in its effect
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
WITH
ALL CASH PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER
TICKETS on the stomach, bowels and liver is
found in Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin:
a compound of simple laxative herbs
with pepsin that is pleasant to the
By
taste and positive in its action.
cleansing the bowel tract end remov-- i
ing the foreign matter that irritates
and inflames the tirsue, a dose or
Syrup of Pepsin will quickly check
the summer diarrhoea that is so preDr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin
valent.
U sold in drug stores for fifty cents
a bottle; large family size, one dolSole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
lar. A free trial bottle will be sent,
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, rarden 4 field seeds in bulk and packages postpaid, if you win write to pr.
Y. B. Caldwell, 406 Washington St.,
Monticello, Illinois.

Phone Black

TUESDAY, AUGUST 20, 1912.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

--

ECOMONY

NOW

IS THE TIME to

Porch, Park
and Lawn Sets, Swings,
AwningsandScreensmade
to order by one who knows
Suits, Overcoats,
Fruit Ladders a
Skirts or Riding Suits. "All Goods at Right Prices" how.

o

2

ClimlfUT
.

Pttl)
C7W1V

GROCERY

specialty.

IS THE MOTTO OF

J.
,

II. BLAIN,
SQUARE

DEAL TO

309 San Francisco

RHOADS
j.F.
Jr. 104 Galisteo Street
Telephone

ILL

Street

157 W.

::

SANTA FE, N. IU

It will not pay you xc waste your
Oem writing out yow legal form
when you can get them already printed at the New Mexfetn Printing
Company.

WHY

FACTORY GIRL

MASONIC.

GIVES UP

(From The Kansas City Star.)
jginia. And the declaration of indeHere's some interesting testimony pendence was composed, and the
to the range and virility of the I'nited States of America came into
American sentiment for a new. in being, and the constitution was form-- I
ed and ratified, and a new era had
dependent, Progressive party
most
readable, set in!
The snappiest,
clear spoken personal statement on
Can you imagine with what roars of
the subject comes from New York laughter, with what cynical merriCity, where, the conservatives would ment, that declaration was read if
have the rest of the country believe indeed, it ever penetrated into those
no change in political arrangements exc'itsive, marbled recesses in the
where, upon the courts and palaces of the old world?
is desired, and
same authority, a'l Tills talk of en"All men created free and equal :"
larging the political power of the
Cannot you see and hear those silk-clapeople is mere fudge. Moreover, this
princelings and their courtiers
vigorous and entertaining declara- shake with uncontrollable guffaws?
tion for independence originally ap- Can
you realize how utterly absurd it
whose title, al! seemed in that
peared in a periodical
world
that its es- which now is but a memory?
Vanity Fair, indicates
is
and
the light
lively
pecial sphere
It did seem absurd, of course, but it
side of life where, it may be supwas not absurd, and the declaration
posed, there is little time for worryand the constitution insisted on showing over the wrongs and the rights
ing remarkable vitality, and the Vnit-eof the general population.
States began to put out fresh,
But evidently the alert editor of
green new leaves of hope and freedom
with and
Vanity Fair, usually occupied
hungry, weary multitudes began
theatricals and sports and fashion- - to flock to its grateful shade from
Pble follies and frivolities, had reason the scorci,ed and
parched aristocratic
to believe that his readers were not )an(ls ot
Kurope, and government by
immune from serious interest in the the people-- by
the people, mark you!
things that concern the whole peo- had thrust itg firm roots int0 the
pie of the land hence this remark- - grollnj.
able contribution to the literature
We were the leaders then! We
of the great movement.
ranked the world! Even England, the
The authorship of the article is most
advanced of the nations when
not disclosed, but evidently Vanity we won our
freedom, was profoundly
Fair makes no mistake in designat- affected
our acts. We were the
by
ing the writer of "Why I Am a Bull great, the compel'ing
cause which
Moose," as "One of the Bulliest of
brought about that French revolution,
Them."
which our modern aristocrats always
It is a commonp'ace for the New try to discredit by seeking to confuse
York City newspapers, those journals jt
ith the Reign of Terror, which
wisdom which blink dis- - was but. an episode! Our example in- of
dainfully at all new movements and fiuenced all Europe and planted the
whose vision, blinded by the sun of seeds which sprouted forth,
many

Too Sick to Work
Doctor
Advised Operation. Restored to Health by
Lydia E. Finkham s
Compound.

far-awa-
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these organs of affluence to pour rid-- ,
.
lume u,ju u.B ....umuu i ufii 01,
uiuvnueui, iu as&ei k mat uieic la ..u
excuse for its miserable
existence,
and to endeavor to make light of it
by calling it the Bui Moose party,
end its supporters Bull Moose!
l
t' it- tr0 tvmt there
" rm warrant .
"for a third party? Is it true that all
the needs of this day and hour are
supplied by the republican and democratic organizations? Is it true that
it is simply a one man movement and
that it has been called into being
simply and solely to feed the vengeance and glut the ambition of one
cnan? Why are these things thus?
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BOYS

FOR

!

that

Just

EXCEUS

NOBODY

class.

5

EASLEY & EASLEY,
11th de- Chas. F.
. Chas. R. Easley,
Easley,
gree. Ancient and Acaw.
Attorneys-at-- '
cepted Scottish Rite of
Practice in the Courts and before
Free Masonry meets on
the third Monday of each month at Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined.
7'.'llt n'flnf-k- ' in the ovnim!. in ATiicnn.
N. M. branch Office, Estaa-ic Hall, south sidp nf Pla7:i
Visir nv Santa
cia, N. M.
Scottish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
HOLT & SUTHERLAND,
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, 32.
Attorneys-at-Law- .
Venerable Master.
Practice in the District Court ag
B. P. O. E.
well as before the Supreme Court ot
Santa Fe LodgeNo. the State.
4 GO, B.
P. O. E., Las Cruces, New Mexico,
holds
its regular
session on the sec HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVbrt-T1SE- ?
ond
fourth
and
Wednesday of each
Tell your story to
month.
Visiting

IS!

Sizes, 8& to

to 8

1 1

SHOES FOR BOYS

Prices, $2.00 to $3.00

-

Sizes, 8 to 12
Prices, $1.15 to $2.00

'

Prices, $1.25 to $2,50

Enniniatr

I

luuinca,

t

W

Prices, $1.50 to $3.00

i

1

l
I

to 2

...

rnrn

mini nr

I

I
I

VHH

111

If

J"vu"

I

Readers 'or

2,000,000

invit-

j

Twelve Dollars.
We will place your
advertii
ment In 25 leading newspapers' Sunday issue, for $12 per insertion. De-

ed and welcome.
FRANK T. BLANDY,
Exalted Ruler,
P: M. A. LIENAI",
Secretary.

BUTON OR LACE
13

IV-fectio-n

1,

brotheis are

Sizes,

Sizes,. 24

Ii

-

2,25

Sizes, 2J4 to 6

& to 2
Prices, $1.50 to $2.50

PRODUCTION:
STATE MINES

1

Prices, $1.25 to

Prices, $1,00 to $2,00

Sizes,

1

R. A. M.

No.

SHOES FOR GIRLS
Sizes,

Assistant District Attorney, Firs!
Judicial District.

V. M.

McCORD,

Santa Fe Lodge of

our

in

7:" 0.

G. W. PRICHARD,
No
Attorney and Counsellor at Law.
Regular
Practice in all the District Court
second
convocation
Monday of each month and gives special attention to case
at Masonic Hall at before the State Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Bidg., Santa Fe, N. M.
7:i;0 p. m.
('HAS. A. WHEELOX,
ARTHUR SELIGMAN.
H. P.
HARRY D. MOULTON,
Seer tary.
Attorney-at-Law- .
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Santa Fe C'omniandery
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
No. 1, K. T. Regular
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
conclave fourth MonMckIXn Su oheetham
day in each month at
.
Attoneys-at-LawMasonic Hall at 7:3U
Courts and B
all
the
in
Practice
p. m.
fore the Interior Department.
V. 11. KENNEDY, E. C.
Y. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
New Mexico.
Taos, - -

GIRLS THE SCHOOL
SHOES SHOULD BE JUST
Just right in shape to hold

It comes to Shoeing Children we're right

17-1-

3.

right in durability to stand the hard knocks
they're sure to receive. Just right in price, so
as not to harm the FAMILY PURSE !

WHEN

n

Santa Fe Chapter

OR

RIGHT!
the feet in a correct, comfortable position.

.

& A. M.

coiiiiiiuiu-caiio-

CHAS. E. L1XXEV, Secretary.

School Shoes are a
of a hobby here

Great
BHtain abolished gla
nearljr tnir. j
GRANT COUNTY.
ty yearg beore wg did gQ oursp,ves j
for July
Chino- - -- The
,,
production
.wu
,i
u
amounted to 3,100,000
pounds and the!
fl
f
mIi,,,.,t
.
c
.
lia.lL
a
Daviinv
lllllilUU ilV'CS UUl, 111;
ui
too .
that alone, we still maintained our
The ere contained about 44 pounds
democratic leadership.
'
lnnt !lfl
iiimii nan (All nf
And when the great war was over?
,,.
,.QmroroH
What then? Then, then we fell away
Burro Mountain Copper Co. This
from our high estate! Great wars al-company is again operating, having a
in their force of GO men employed to which
ways carry demoralization
turn and we, in very truth, became i: is adding daily. It is sinking the!
an(J gone

WJM

AT-LAW-

Lodge!

EDWARD P. DAVIES,
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
first Monday
Kooms
of each month at
Capital Ctty Bank Building,
Masonic
Hall
at
Santa Fe, New Mexico

Regular

A LA X R.
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j
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Are the Children's Feet Ready for School ?

Vegetable Compound.
If you want special advice write to
Lydia E. Pinkliam Medicine Co. (confi-- 1
dential) Lynn, Mass. Your letter will

j

M continental

th

u

U

0UIIUUL OilULO

merit?
yfe challenge anyone to show any
0ther one remedy for a special class of
disease which has attained such an enor- mous demand and maintained it for so
many years as has Lydia E. Pinkham's

.

And so we remained, the nation to
whom u 01,pressed of tne world
looked for the redress of human

....

1

ATTORNEYS

i

Montezuma
No. 1, A. F.

hT

eunrs

Icnunni

Poughkeepsie, N. Y. "I run a sewing machine in a large factory and got
all run down. I had to
give up work for I could
not stand the pains in my
back. The doctor said I
needed an operation for
female trouble but Lydia
K Finkham s Vegetable
Compound h el p e d ma:
more than the doctors
did. I hope that every
one who is suffering will
get the Compound. My
pains, nervousness and
backache are gone and I
have gained five pounds.
I owe my thanks to your
medicine for it is the
working girls friend, and all women who
suffer should write to you for special
advice." Miss Tillie Plenzig, 3 Jay
St., Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
When a remedy has lived for over
thirty years, steadily growing in popu- larity and influence, and thousands upon
thousands of women declare they owe
their very lives to it, is it not reasonable
to believe that it is an article of great

d

e
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AM A BULL MOOSE

BY ONE OF THE BULLIEST OF THEM.
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scriptive circular FREE.

THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
AGENCY,
Santa Fe Camp
M. W. A.
Taos, New Mexico.
13514,
meets second TuesDR. W. -- UME BROWN,
day each month, social meeting third
Dentist.
at FireTuesday
Over Spitz Jewelry Store.
man's Hall. Visit
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Phone Red 6.
ing neifouuors welcome.
A. (i. WHIT TIER, Consul.
1
Office Hours 8 a. m. to 5 p.
fl CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.
And by Appointment.

I

F. W. FARMER
STANDLEV G. SMALL, M. D.
demoralized.
main working shaft.
No.
Homestead
Read the history of the years im
Physician and Surgeon.
$2,000,-00After spending more than
2879. Brotherhood
Bull Moose?
In short, why am I
Office and Residence Washington.
mediately succeeding the C ivil war
in the development of its mining
of American YeoIf there has been anything of late and what do we fintl? We find, in the
Ave., next door to Public Library.
claims near Silver City, the Chemung
men.
years since I grew to manhood and political world, Star Route scandals,
Office Hours 11 a. m. to 12:30 p. m
Governor
FriCo.
controlled
muni
Meets
by
first
iiiiiMiiiiiwimiinii in
threw off the reins and the blinders of Credit Mobilier scandals, jobberies of Copper and other
2 to 4 p. m. Evenings.
Pennsylvania interday of the month
childhood which has caused me to all kinds the word "graft" had not Tener
Phone Black 47.
has accepted, subject to ratificaFireman's
ests,
the
at
feel in the least bit ashamed of my been invented in those days and, in
lo
tion by the stockholders, the offer of A large flow of water was recently Valencia
Hall.
country, it has been my country's the industrial world, terrible Pitts- ,$1,330,000 cash made by Manager E. encountered in the 500 foot level on
The county committeemen
repre-thII Foreman, A. E. P. Robinson.
failure, until a very recent date, to burg railroad riots in the '70s, bloody P Mathewson of the International
the 700 and senting the progressive party of the
David
Cor. Sec.
flooding
vein,
Queen
vallive up to the high promises and
Homestead labor riots, gigantic rail- Smelting and Refining Co., who has SOD foot levels; a concrete bulkhead several counties above named, are s
Gonzales.
RESIDENCE, DON GASPAR
iant hopes of its founders, the fath- road riots in Chicago! Corruption been making an examination of local
(tuested to call precinct primary and
being put in to stop the flow.
AVE
ers of our republic.
busiamong politicians! greed among
ODD FELLOWS,
smelting conditions in company wit'h
Ernestine For the last 20 days of county conventions at as early a date
When our nation came into being ness men; pitiable suffering and op- Vice President Dennis Sheedy,
220 Red
anof
as
for
the
election
Phone,
O.
O.
F.
possible,
No.
I.
2,
and
silver
of
gold
July 17,700 ounces
it was a very different wor!d from pression among
workingmen and nounced that the eastern officials had
Fe Lodge OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
Santa
with a concen- - sates to said state convention, but no
was
smelted,
l
what we see today. The world was a (frenzied and, generally, futile Strug- - been asked for an appropriation with trate
meets regularly
tons. The c"nty convention should be held
product of over S
world of despotism, of absolute mon- gles to right their wrongs!
than September 7th. Until after every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
Phone, 237 Black
which to build two more lead furnaces
27,- was
month
the
for
output
ofand
entrenched
grimly
archies,
And what were the political parties for the Toole plant. The Toole 4f,0 ounces of bullion and 14 tons t'he first state election in November, in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting brothOFFICE HOURS. 1 to 3 P. M.
unassailable privilege, of aristocracy doing all this time? What great Plant handles both copper and lead
concentrates. Ore treated 112, said committeemen should fix ers always welcome.
the number of delegates that each
in its town and country palace and measures aimed at industrial oppres- - ore. Two lead furnaces were origin-sioduring the last week was 590 tons,
democracy in its town tenement and
M.
and opening the way to a freer ally built and later a third was added, the low figure occasioned by recon- - 1'iecinct is entitled to in the county - FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
and the
country hovel.
Lodge No. 259, holds its regular
ctniftinn work on old battery of 20 convention which this committee sug-expression of the popular will were A fourth has been ordered
PHYSICIAN
SURGEON,
and
evbusiness require that stamps, which will be completed about Ests should be one delegate for
Where were the other republics
meeting on the first Thursday of each
by congress between Appo-- ! nlands ot tn
u
ery ten votes or majority fraction montn at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m. Cation Block, Palace Ave., next
which are now springing up around matox and the death of President Mc-- ; u"8
lulu"c'
i'a"the end of the month.
thereof cast for the republican candi- Visiting brothers are invited and weled. Mr. Mathewson says the plant at
the mother of them all? There were Kinley?
door to Wells Fargo Ex.
About 75 tons of ore
Iron
date for delegate to congress at tho come.
none! None! France was a
J. A. RAEL, F. M.
this time can but handle the ores that has beenGroup
Deadwood
to
the
delivered
PHONE 233.
The
has
done,
republican
,,,....,,
party
of
190S.
and
tn th smPupr
ra
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
more absolute, more tyrannized
ifor treatment. Several men are at general election
Residence Palace Hotel.
If contest should arise before the
over than Russia. Switzer!and was practically, only three things in all wh tne accuniulated tonnage and 'work on the property and as it is
Phone Main 63.
this time which, by any stretch of . pxn..nsion ,vhich ia ur0mised from
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Portugal was less. China
nothing.
laree. and as good results have al state convention, the papers in regard
is notably
politician's
imagination
d
neRotia.
nd
of
secand
the
her
thereto should be delivered to the
was a thousand years away,
Interior,
Department
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
ready been obtained, it promises to
a republican
U. S. Land Offica
Santa Fe, N.
tjon ,t win be necessary to care for become an
ruler was a God. The Central' and the imagination and
factor in the retary of the state central committee,
important
of
elastic!
stretch
which,
by any
tne producers,
at least twenty-fou- r
South American republics lay inert
(24) hours be- Mex., July 23, 1912.
(04591)
district's growth and production.
SOCORRO COUNTY,
fore said convention meets. All crebeneath the heel of Spain. Canada, even a republican imagination, can
Notice is heretiy given that Chas. Department of the Interior,
Co.
The
and
Gold
Copper
be
Mogollon
interstate
he
called
progressive-tdentials
delivshould
be
and proxies
South Africa, New Zealand, Australia,
A, Siring6, son and heir of Bridget
DeadwoodAt this nline good timet Little Charlie mine continues its
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
t
to the secretary in the forenoon Siringo, who on June 11 1908, made
made ,n tfle erection of tne new-acvirtual republics under another name, commerce act of 1887, the
mill and the ered
custom
July 29. 1912.
to
the
as
known
the
1S90
of
shipments
(popularly
on the day of the convention.
lheadframe and the resetting of the
were primeval wastes, and New ZeaHomestead Entry No. 1448G. for Lot
Notice is hereby given that Antonio
ore
of
the
best
any
is
probably
M. A. OTERO,
NW
Sec. 3, N
land and Australia lay, unknown and Sherman act) and the various pro lioisting engine. The new 50hp. aux- grade
SW
Villanueva of Galisteo, X. M., who, on
7; SW
now being milled in camp.
tection measures.
Chairman. Section 10, Township 1C N. Range 9 July S, 1907, made homestead entry
iliary engine for the mill is about
unsuspected, upon the broad bosom
Has the interWhat an exhibit!
Section 14,
GEO. W. PRICHARD,
of the South Pacific, waiting to be
ready for operation.
Ii., Area 140.70 acres N. M. Meridian No. 1171S for NW
state commerce act improved the conOaks The development on the Pa- PROGRESSIVE CALL
has filed notice of intention to make Township 13 N., Range 9 E., N. M. P.
discovered.
Secretary.
Has cific and Johnson mines of this comfinal Homestead 5 year proof, to estab - Meridian, has filed notice of intention
And that eighteenth century world dition of the common people?
CONVENTION
the Sherman law scotched for good a pany produced 70 tons of ore, which
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
lish claim to tihe land above describ - jto make final
proof, to estab- groaned in its sleep in that darkness
Department of the Interior,
cd, before U. S. Land Office at Santa lish claim to the land above described,
of aristocracy and privilege and royal single trust? Has protection kept was sent to Deadwood mill recently.
down the cost of living?
In accordance with the instructions
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. Fe, N. M., on the 12th day of Septembefore Harry C. Kinsell. U. S. Commr.
Deep Down Lessees continue to
power!
Old Guard whose ranks are send a good tonnage of ore to the of the executive committee of the pro-inOh,
you
at Stanley, N. Mex., on the 16 day of
came
a
ber, 1912.
August 15. 1912.
behold!
There
And
light
Claimant names as witnesses: Geo. September, 1912.
gressive party of the state, on tnej xotice is hereby given that David
to that darkness and that light was fast thinning before the deadly fire! custom mill.
Socorro This company has recent-- 12th day of August, 1912, a state pro-- , QUjntana, of Pojoaque, New Mexico, S Tweedy of Santa Fe, N. Mex.,
Claimant names as witnesses:
shed from the pages of a document of those Progressive "squares," what
ore bins and is gressive convention is hereby called wh0i on July 19 190g made Homestead Ben Romero of Santa Fe, N. Mex.,
record!
special
a
completed
ly
Thomas Villanueva, Pino Villanueby
with
pen
a
quill
goose
penned
ot
ore
custom
in
now
held
be
the
Be
tt;
N.
Aimiuuerque.
regularly.
city
Mex.,
of
No.
VirContinued.)
Romero
for
Santa
Nevas
(To
S
receiving
SE
NE
010716,
Entry
Fe,
of
va,
Gregorio Padia, and Jose Villaprim little country gentleman
New Mexico, on the 10th day of SepS
N
SE
Samuel Failor of Santa Fe, N. Mex. nueva, all of Galisteo, N. M.
NE
SE
MANUEL R. OTERO,
NE
MANUEL R. OTERO,
tember, at the hour of two o'clock p. SW
S
NE
SW
E
SW
in., to nominate one candidate for rep- NE
SW
Register.
NE
Register.
WORLD.
THING IN
resentative to congress, and three SE
NW
SW
NE
W
transacand
the
NE
SE
E
NW
presidential electors,
SE
tion of such other business as may E
NW
NW
SE
Section
properly come before the convention. 10, Township 19 N., Range 6 E., N. M.
Until after the election in this state P. Meridian, has filed notice of intenLB
vms Don't 'cu vurc
on the first Tuesday in November, tion to make three-yea- r
to esof the tablish claim to the landproof,
W'T TaE WILL
'
1912, the several counties
above deu'
in
state are entitled to representation
scribed, before Register or Receiver,
WITH OOT VOU FOR.
U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, New
the above convention as follows:
They shall be entitled to double the Mexico, on the 10th day of October,!
number of delegates that represented 1912.
said counties in the progressive conClaimant names as witnesses:
vention held at the city of AlbuquerPedro Gomez, Severo Gonzales,
que, on the 29th day of July last, and
Gonzales, Dalfido Gomez, all!
on such basis of representation, each of Udefonso, New Mexico.
follow
to
the
entitled
be
shall
county
MANUEL R. OTERO.
ing number of delegates:
Register.
21
Bernalillo
9
Chaves
D. C. Bybee,
teaming contractor
....16 living at 6G9 Keeling
Colfax
Court, Canton,
3
Curry
111., is now well rid of severe
and
12
Dona
annoying case o' Kidney trouble.
His
3
IN
Eddy
back pained and he was bothered
9
Grant
with headaches and dizzy spells. "J
10
Guadalupe
took Foley Kidney Pills just as direc8
Lincoln
ted and in a few days I felt much
2
Luna
better. My life and strength seemed
4
M'cKinley
to come back, and I sleep well.
I
14
Mora
am now all over my trouble and glad
6
Otero
to recommend Foley Kidney Pills."
10
Quay
Try them. For sale by all druggist
15
Rio Arriba
9
Roosevelt
If you use embossed stationery, you
9
Sandoval
can do no better than placing your r
5
San Juan
,
with the New Mexican PriDting
29
San Miguel
will be quoted upon request
prices
1G
Fe
Santa
4 Our styles and torms are strictly up
Sierra
D. & R. Q.
Socorro ,
16 to data.
0
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SUMMER TOURIST RATES

ilii

TO

All Stations East and West
FROM

Stations on the Denver & Rio Grande
EFFECT

June 1st to September 30th
Return Limit, October 31st.
Liberal Stopovers.

or-de-

r

Taos
Torrance

12
7

Union

13

Today's news today,
the New Mexican.

You get it in

For information as to rates, reservations,
Agent or
etc., call on or write to any
W. D. Shea, T. F. & P. A., Santa Fe.
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MIGNARDOT

TARAH-E- MIL

ASEBALL

71

.353

7S

.27S

GREAT WORLD'S SERIES.
After two trips through the east
the impression
with the Cardinals,
grows that the world's series this
autumn will be the greatest baseball
event in the history of the national
series has been
game. Heretofore
more or less of a settled proposition,
but this season an added element of
mystery surrounds it.
In all probability the Giants will
collect in the National league. That
club has undergone its slump, and seldom has a club passed through six
months of hard campaigning without
slipping. The Giants today have ft
comfortable lead, and Rube Marquard
is back on his feet. He fell upon evil
ways compiling the greatest pitching
record of all time, and when he com
menced to lose he slipped hard. However, the strain of creating a record
has passed. Hatty has been the same
old puzzle day in and day out. The
Cubs, to be sure, have spurted, but it
looks like the Giants will collect.
In the American league Boston still
enjoys a comfortable lead, but the
Athletics and the Washington club
Tefuse to be distanced. This is one of
the most peculiar situations in the
annals of baseball Washington,
rank tailender, jumping from the bot
tom to near the top in one season.
This is due in great measure to the
acquisition of a couple of lively re
cruits and to the management of
Clark Griffith.
The position of the Boston club can
be attributed in large part to the suc
cessful direction of Joke Stahl,
comeback, and Jim MeAleer, chief
owner of the club. When MeAleer
was in St. Louis he had the Browns
up there during the season of 1!)0S
and they had a chance to win the
pennant up to a fortnight before the
season was completed. They finished
fourth during a year that a first di
vision berth was on honor to any ball
club. Mac has had. phenomenal sue
cess in Boston.

Boston

7S

35

Washington
Philadelphia

C9

44
44
56
61
61
72 76

Chicago

Detroit
Cleveland
New York
St. Louis .
WESTERN
Denver
Omoha
St. Joseph
Des Moines
Sioux City
Lincoln

Wichita
Topeka

67
53
55
51
39
3G

-

.690
.611
.604
.495
.474
.455
34o

FOUND DROWNED
C. DAViS

WAS

FISHING

WITH DR.

BAKER WHEN HE FELL INTO LAKE AND

MARKETS.

NATIONAL.
two
at
Chicago
Philadelphia
WALL STREET.
games.
in
New York, Aug. 20. Activity
New York at ft. Louis.
coppers and shares of the smaller
Boston at Cincinnati, two games. steel companies was the dominating
Brooklyn at Pittsburg, two games.
feature of today's heavy operations
on the stock exchange. Transactions
AMERICAN.
in Amalgamated and Anaconda at risSt. Louis at New York, two games. ing prices were vastly greater than
Detroit at Boston.
combined dealings in such leaders as
at Philadelphia, two Steel, I'nion Pacific and Reading. A
Chicago
few of the equipment stocks, notably
games.
two Westinghouse also were in demand
Cleveland
at Washington,
but the speculative favorites moved
...
games.
within narrow limits. The sluggishness pointed to an increase of bearish sentiment among
professional
traders who seemed disinclined
to
AMERICAN.
tal;e up the minor securities.
E.
R. H.
At Philadelphia.
1
Canadian
Pacific
declined
1 6
3
Philadelphia
points.
Coppers were sustained at
6 0
6
Chicago
their best prices but other shares
Coombs, and Lapp; Cicotte, Schalk were neglected.
and Easterly.
The market closed strong. On very
large dealings Amalgamated rose to
At Philadelphia (2d ;ame) R. H. E. its best of the day in the last hour,
.. ...'.2 7 0 with some improvement in the general
Philadelphia
0 list.
3 9
Chicago
Bender, Houck and Egan, Lapp;
"White, Person, Walsh and Kuhn.
MONEY AND STOCKS.
New York, Aug. 20. Prime paper 5
KENWORTHY GOES
R. H. E. (5 5
At Washington.
dolSilver 62
Mexican
0
4
7
The Denver Times says: Denver Washington
lars 4S1-2- ;
Copper 17.2517.50; Tin
2 0 2
Cleveland
loses Bill
46.3047; Lead 4.50(a4.60; Amalgamand
A wire received
yesterday from
Ainsmith; ated 87
Schegg, Johnson
Atchison
Sugar 12S1-4- ;
President James C. McGill notified Gregg, Steen, Mitchell and O'Neill.
1091-2- ;
Southern PaReading 140
cific 112
Secretary Lee Haynes that the Wash
Union Pacific 172
At Washington (2d game) R. H. E. Steel 74
ington Senators have purchased the
pfd. 113.
2
2
3
team
Denver
crack utility man of the
Washington
0
0 2
for delivery at the close of the pres Cleveland
NEW YORK COTTON.
Cashion and Henry; Gregg and
ent season. The price is not given
New York Aug. 20 Cotton closed
The Chicago White Sox and the O'Neill. Called end sixth by agree- quiet; middling uplands, $11. SO; midChicago Cubs were both bidders for ment.
dling gulf, $12.05. Sales, 30 bales.
Kenworthy, but Clarke Griffith got in
At New York.
R. H. E.
the first word. This is the second
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS.
3 S
1
time Kenworthy has been purchased New York
Chicago, 111., Aug. 20. Wheat, Sept.
1
St.
Louis
410
93
by a big league "lub, the Senators
Dec. 92
Ford and Sweeney; Allison and
having bought hiai last year, too. At
Dec. 53
Corn, Sept. 70
that time he was not even given a
Dec. 32
Oats, Sept. 32
Pork, Sept. 17.921-2- .
tryout, but his work since the presAt New York (2nd game) R. H.E.
ent season opened has been of such a
Lard, Sept. 10.80 82
S
2
2
New York
Ribs, Sept. 10.S2
quality as to open the eyes of the St. Louis
1
major magnates to his worth.
McConnell and Sweeney; Mitchell
CHICAGO LIVESTOCK.
Kenny is one of Denver's 300 hit- and Alexander.
Chicago, 111., Aug. 20. Cattle Rein
ball
and
every
ters,
plays sterling
ceipts 4500. Market slow, steady.
department, including catching and
At Boston
II. R. E. Beeves $5.83 if. 10.50;
Texas steers
Curiously, he has not the Boston .
pitching.
4
6 S
western steers $6.23
$5.0006.83;
build for a fast man, but he is a mass Detroit.
7 2
2
of muscles from head to foot and alWood and Cady; Dubuc and Stan-age- ,
condiways keeps himself in
Kocher.

TODAY'S GAMES

2

14

thirst!

'

ered.

ONCE OWNED
ENDER.

ATHLETICS

'

LAV-

the pitcher on
Jimmy Lavender,
whom Chance pins most of his hope in
battering the Giants' position at one
time belonged to the Athletics. Connie Mack had an option on Lavender
when Jimmy was a member of the
Danville club in 1907. He did not
think enough of him to exercise the
option and sent him to Holyoke in
the Connecticut league. Connie did
not even see Lavender before sending
Iiim out. It he had him now the Athletics could be considered certain
contenders. The pitching staff is
the weakness of the world champions.
Lavender was born in Georgia, near
the home of Ty Cobb. He is 26 years
old.

UMPIRE KNOCKED
OUT BY FOUL BALL
Pittsburg, Pa., Aug. 20. During the
game between Pittsburg and Brook
lyn, at Forbes field this afternoon,
Umpire Owens was hit by a foul ball
batted by Miller of Pittsburg, and
knocked down.
Brennan, while running from first
to second base, to make a decision,
fell, injuring his leg. Both were hur
ried to a hospital. A player from
each club took the places of the in
jured umpires.

STANDING OF THE
CLUBS

NATIONAL LEAGUE.
Won Lost
31
76
New York
71
38
Chicago .

Pittsburg
Philadelphia .
Cincinnati
St. Louis x

42
65
53
53
59
62
62
50

Pet.
.711
.652
.607
.491

.463
.446

'OUTBURSTS OF EVERETT TRUE

;

;".

BLAME
THERE
CAR !!

range wethers and yearrange ewes $2.00

BOSTON WOOL.
Boston, Mass., Aug. 20. Transac-- ;
tions in the local wool market during
the last week were large and prices
Phone Orders Attended To Promptly.
were maintained firmly.
Manufacturers took large quantities of wool
under option. The largest dealings
IMPORTED
were in territory wools. Large lots
and DOMESTIC
of Montana original wools sold at
255 San Francisco St. Phone 239 W
and Nevada at 1921c.
The goods market is strong and
manufacturers of staple goods are
well sold up.
$4.25(fi
8.75; stockers and feeders
7.30; cows and heifers $2.65C-S.15BALLOON
FLIES OVER
calves $4.60 9.23.
WATERS OF PACIFIC.
Market
9,000.
Receipts
Hogs
Santa Monica, Calif., Aug. 20. The
strong, 5c higher. Light $8.10?iS.,2; balloon California, which sailed from
mixed $7.S5(f( 8.70; heavy $7.70S.80; this
city last night with five men and
rough $7.707.90; pigs $3.73LiS.20; became lost to view in the mists over
bulk of sales $S.15(S8.55.
the
landed in Santa Paula at-Market ter ocean,
Receipts 23,000.
Sheep
midnight,
according to messages
steady. Native $3.208 4.25; western received from J. J. Unger, the Cali- $4.30S.25; foruia's pilot. Another
yearlings
$3.204.25;
message from
western 'Sunta Paula this
lambs, native $4.40 7.00;
morning stated that
$3.407.13.
Uhe balloon again had been sighted in
day!iSht- - flatillg out
I""
CHICAGO GRAIN
Uo sea
Thjs in(licated tnat tne Cali.
Chicago, III., Aug. 20 Offerings fcrnia's crew had assayed to make a
were light in the early dealing today r(.turn trip although friends of
the wheat tone was somewhat ger had not expected him to try to
Continued reports qf ralin, get into the air again,
firmer!.
tended to strengthen prices which
started unchanged to
higher. I"IME TABLE
ALL
December opened a shade to c
up
to 92
and rested at
at 92
LOCAL TRAINS

THE

LUCK,

GOES

MY

c

NEVER

;

CAR"
THE

THE.
STREET
&CIN&
TO
GALL

MIND
I'M

AMBULANCE

FOR

YOU.'!

'

V

Un

I

I

Un-an-

2

92

The close was steady with Dec.
fil-4- c

higher at

The following are the time table

92

of the local

railroads:

"A. T. & S. F. Ry."
Corn displayed a moderate aemand.
Leaver
Weather conditions helped to give a
8:10 a. m., to connect tv.cIi No. i
firm tone and the opening was tin- up. December started westbound and No. 10 eastbound.
changed to
to
at o3
unchanged to
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12:10
and "rested
at' p. m.
'higher, touched 53
53
Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to
The close was strong at practically connect with No. 1 westbound and No
the top. September finished lc higher
eastbound.
De- after touching 70
at 71
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 P. in
cember closed
up at 53
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to cob
the high point.
nect with No. 7 westbouni and No. 4
Oats ruled slightly firmer, fiuctua-- '
eastbound
tions being with narrow limits.
At
Returning arrive Santa Fe at 8:3&
the start September showed an ad- p. m.
32c
vance of
at
and December opLeave Santa Fe at 8:50 p. m. to con
ened a shade to
higher at 32
nect with No. 8 eastbound and No. ?
to 34c.
westbound.
January provisions showed some
Returning, arrive at Santa F?, 11: SO
firmness, pork starting with a gain ot
m.
5c at 19.05 on investment demand. The p.
cut-of- f
for the Beien
Passengers
were
easy, ranging
nearby options
and
Pecos
now
Valley
shouii
Oc-21-:
7
points
and
decline.
between
ac 5:?u
instead ot l 20 ai
tober products started with pork 5c
to 5c off at heretofore. Connection leaves Albu
lower at 1S.15; lard 2
ribs 71-- lower at Querque at 7:55 p. m. instead of 2:21
11.05 to 11.021-2- ;
c

c

4
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' Elastic" Bookcase
and Dss!t combined.
A

Desk Unit with few ot
many Book Units as desired.

The only perfect combination
desk and bookcase ever made.
Roomy, convenient attrac- tive. We want to show you
its advantages and possi- bilities. G 11, write ot phont
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"ve

I
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a. in.

10.50.

D. & T. G. Ry.
KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK.
Leaves 30:05 a. m. for north.
Mo., Aug. 20. Cattle-Rece- ipts
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from north.
13,000 including 1,000 southerns. Market steady. Native steers
NEW MEXI.O CENTRAL RY
$6.50 10.40; southern steers $4.50
6 63; southern cows and heifers $3.25
Leave 12:45 p. ss., connects with
3.50; native cows and heifers $3.20 No. 4 east and 1 south and west.
8.75; stockers and feeders $4.50
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connection!
7.P0; bulls $3.755.23; calves $4.50
from No. 3 east.

Kansas City,

S.OO;

western steers

$3.50

9.00; west-

ern cows 3.50 6.00.
Market 5
Receipts 8,500.
Hogs
to 10c higher. Bulk of sales
heavy $S.30S.50; packers and
$S.40-6.60-

tip-to-

NATIONAL.
R. II. E.
At Chicago (1st game)
S
2
6
"Dutch" Leonard while Hendricks Chicago
1
7 2
Pheliadelphia
to
Sioux
McAdams
go
yesterday let
Lavender and Archer; Alexander,
City.
Finneran and Killifer.
Owner MeGill is traveling with the
team now and writes that the boys are
At Cincinnati. (1st game) R. H. E.
playing championship ball. The mag- Cincinnati
4 8 0
nate is confident that the nine will re- Boston
0 4 1
peat as pennant winners, a view he
Suggs and McLean and Clarke;
jnay well take when the showing of Dickson and Kling.
the nine in the past month is consid

$S.35

ST. LOUIS WOOL.
St. Louis, Mo., Aug. 20 Wool mar
ket steady; territory and western mediums 2Q(d2i; fine mediums 18 20;
13
17.
jfine

1

,t

Kenny is the third Denver player to
go from the team in two weeks, Boston having exercised an option on

v

flfiAP

SANK TO BOTTOM

Carlsbad, N. M., Aug. 20. James C.
LEAGUE.,
Davis, prominent throughout this sec
Won Losjf Pet. tion as a lawyer, minister and poet,
.57S met a
70 v 51
sudden death yesterday after67 '54
.554 noon, when he fell into a small Jake
.551 six miles south of here
53
05
and was
57
.517 drowned before aid could reach him.
61
59
60
.504 The body was recovered last
night
5S
. 4SS
61
Mr. Davis was fishing with Dr. P. M.
7S
.463 Baker. He came here five years ago
41
7S
.344 from Liberty, Mo.
41

tion.

lights

1

JAMES

.321

TODAY'S REPORT

3.23S-4.C0-

3.60.

Ulass of California Wine will
put blood in your veins
A Drink of Old Taylor Whiskey
will make you forget your
troubles
A

Pet.

lings

An Ice Cold Bottle or Glass of
Lemp's Beer will kill your

CARLSBAD POET
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
Won Lost

$5.506.75.

$5.306.60;

Capital Bar
39
30

$S.35gS.60;

S.65; pigs

.;
Market
Sheep
Receipts 7,000.
Muttons $3. 25 4.23; lambs
steady.

THE

Brooklyn
Boston

butchers

'BEAR CAT OF TENNIS" AWAITING MAN TO
BEAT HER AT GAME

Pope Motor
Cycle
Power

PEERLESS BAR
Fine Imported

and

;

Domestic Wines, Liquors

AND CIGAR5

GREGG & COLE, Props.

4 Horse

PRICE, $165.00
With Imported Magneto.

AIMotorCycle without a douht with trouhlt
left at the factory.

And

When She Finds Him Those
Close to Her Say That the Score
Will Be About "Love-40.- "

May Sutton is the bearcat of the
court.
There
are several
LIGHT, SILENT AND RELIABLE.
Attells and a number of Corbetts,
PASH BROS., Agts., Santa Fe.
keen, shifty players who finesse at
But there is only one beartennis.
R. H. E. cat in tennis as there is only one
At Pittsburg. (1st game)
.3 9 0 in pugilism.
May and Ad are in a
Pittsburg
.2 8 0 class by themselves.
Brooklyn
Hendrix
and Gibson;
Robinson,
Experts in every department of
Stack, Curtis and Miller.
sport have wrangled since sport be
whether
gan over the
question
science should, or should not, win
LITTLE INTEREST N
PRIMARIES IN WYOMING. over stamina and the haymaking
wallop.
May couldn't play tennis any other
Wyo., Aug. 20. Wyo
Cheyenne,
style. She isn't built that way. She's
ming is having its first state-widMAY SUTTON.
She has perfect health I
primary today. Interest is generally phlegmatic.
apathetic, as there is but little con- and no nerves. She's a glutton in i
ami ivith all re- - spaaing, muKing tne cows. They'd
S11nrtinr EPna
test for offices within the parties.
In several counties there is evi spect a glutton for punishment. She , get up at four in the morning and
dence of voters dissatisfied with their likes' to stand toe to toe and slug, do a day's work for two men each
own party candidates, inserting the
take a punch to give one any j fore lunch time.
names of the candidates named in the day. And it's discouraging when your j Imagine you ore facing May across
other party ballot.
opponent merely grins when you hand the net. you serve with sucn speed
The republicans have united upon him a good one and comes in grin- as you can muster. She meets the
the
of United States ning for more.
famous back-hanball with the
Senator F. R. Warren and Congress
The secret of May's success Is her stroke.
good-humorseriman F. Mondell. The democrats have strength. She's not large nor tall,
You do not see the ball. You wonunited upon J. B. Kendricks for Unit but she's square and hard as nails.
dare-devilt- ry
der vaguely what caused that tiny
ed States Senator and T. P. Fahey, It's in the family.
of dust at your feet. Did May
spurt
and J. J. Spriggs are rival democratic
cow-punch- er
May's father has a farm near Pasa- return the ball? Or did she miss It
candidates for congress.
dena, Calif. When the first baby entirely? You don't know. SomeFahey is editor of the Wyoming La came and Father Sutton was told, he body laughs. You begin to feel foolbor Journal! and his friends expect to remarked:
ish. And the umpire says. "Love-15.- "
secure his nomination by a fusion of
"Of course I'm glad. Still I sort
democratic and labor strength.
of hoped it would be a boy. FarmMay has slipped over the
ing is heavy work. I'll be getting old
YOUNG DANCERS PAY
before many years, and I'd like to
May is not an easy person to inHANDSOME REVENUE. have some sons who could carry on
terview. She will te'l you her weight,
I
hunfarm
when
20.
One
the
retire."
Cleveland, Ohio, Aug.
dred dollars a day gleaned from the
The second baby was a girl, and training methods and diet. But shewill not talk to you on "The Psycholpockets of young men who like to the third, and the fourth, and the
f Tennis," or "Sho. 1 an Ath- spin their girls over a waxed floor in fifth. May came along somewhere In!?
waltzes, and two steps, has shown the, the middle.
Ginks Who
Cleveland city authorities a way to, "I never have any luck," Father Pursuits?" or "Titled
increase municipal receipts and the Sutton said, but when he viewed his Have Proposed to Me."
The champion hag often been represent one dance hall conducted by five daughters he was forced to add:
the city is soon to be one among ' Well, they're fine girls, anyhow."
ported engaged, but phe is still sinman'- The strength of the Suttons girls gle. Every time she wins a tournaThe dances cost but three cents has never been satisfactorily explain-eac- ment, whether in America or ebroad,
and it has surprised officials to ed. Pasadena real estate men like to somebody proposes to her.
find that there is so large a daily net claim it's the climate. But Pasadena
Those close to her say she is wait'
profit as $100. It is said the expense has its puny specimens,
ing for the man who can beat her at
$1.35
ot the entire park system can be de-- ,
Whatever the explanation, the fact tennis. She Is likely to wait a long
frayed through municipal dance halls. remains that at an age when most time. When Bhe finds him I should
BOOKSTORES
T nvr
V. n
girls are playing with dolls those COW tViA Bnfft.
Today g news todr.y. Yea get It in Sutton girls are working on the! 40." And now May is not much more
A. C McClurg & Co., Publishers
the New Mexican.
farm, plowing, hoeing, cultivating,! than half that old.
New York CHICAGO San Francisco
.
J
.'

JOHN HAMPEL,

Proprietor.

COLORADO SALOON
FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Family Trade Supplied.
259 San Francisco St.
SANTA FE, N. M.
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ousness and
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show in every line of

sleep-punc-

IF, YOU BUSINESS MEN
only realized the business-buildin- g
power of first-clastationery, you would choose your own Bond Paper and
not intrust its selection to a subordinate
ss

And, if you wanted to make your business stationery
100
efficient, you would specify

EMM

"(0P(K)
(Fac-Simi-

Water-Mar-

!KP
k)

The De Luxe Business Paper

by Clarence E. Mulford because
by comparison you would find that COUPON
It's the kind of a book a BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality
man recommends to his character impressiveness, and all that makes stationery
friends.

net

AT ALL

Vi

-

.

really productive.

Just specify COUPON BOND today. And see the
difference. Let us show you samples.
NEW

MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, AGENTS.
SanU Fe, N. M.

'

'.fi

TUESDAY, AUGUST 20, 1912.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

UNITED STATES BANK

&

TRUST CO.!

CAPITAL $50,000 00
Doss a General Banking

H.

Business,

Seasonable

Big Sale On

MRS. W. LINDHARDT,

Iffl- f-

--

J

Their Regular Value

y
Incorporated

iSEUH!

sale

At

F

Established 1856

SHIRTS

all our Men's

190

BROS. COMPANY

this

Only 90c Each

JULIUS H. GERDES

PROF. BISTOLFCSE

-:

SHOES AND

OF HORSE THIEVES
II. V. Lipe of Jlclntosih is in town.
He is staying at the Montezuma.
.Mr. and Mrs. William Kilpatrick
!
of
Madrid, are in town stopping at the MOUNTED POLICE IS BUSY TRYING TO
European hotel.
ANIMALS
FIND MISSING
ODDS AND ENDS
AND
MEN
REGULAR $1.25 E. & W.
Miss Jennie Butt, a clerk in the local postofilee, is confined to her home
WHO ARE RUNNING THEM OFF
on
Shoes I
SHIRTS on
oi' account of illness.
Jose D. Montoya of Chamita, came
L
week
all
into town yesterday on business and
That a well organized and unusual125 Palace Ave.
is registered at the Coronado.
ly bold gang of horse thieves is operJohn D. Meriwether of Socorro, is ating in New Mexico and that its op
here to spend a few days. lie is reg- erations extend to nearly ail sections
of the state, is the announcement
istered at the Montezuma hotel.
MUSICAL TREAT
Frank Crandall who was to have made by the mounted
police office
returned to Arizona yesterday, has de-- , here today. Within the past few
cided to remain a while longer in the months, the state police have been
FINE ORCHESTRA
Ancient City.
informed that more than two hunJoe Granito, Ramon Sandoval and dred valuable horses have been stolen
A rare musical treat is in store for
Andres Nieolieh, all of Cerrillos. are i;i various localities, lu aiuu st every .the lovers of that
art tonight at the
on .Elks' theater.
spending the day in Santa Fe, b.i;sts instance, the very best horses
Signor Histolfi's Italian
each ranch have been taken.
at the Coronado.
One orchestra will
give a concert which
Frank Lee and Will White from bunch of mares with colts, twelve in will begin
after the
immediately
Va-howas
v.
Maxwell are guests at the Palace
all,
reported missing from
moving pictures.
tel. They expect to he in town a few lencia county ranch yesterday.
The
The concert will consist of musical
officers are now busily ai work on the
days on business.
gems rendered in masterful style and
Mrs. W. L. Burton came down from trail of the horse thieves and expect any one
desiring special numbers can
Taos to spend a few days in the capi- to run them down. The headquarters make
for them. The orchesA
request
of
will
be
of
the
tal. While here she will be at Che
gang have not been found but tra will cheerfully
comply.
Montezuma hotel.
they are believed to be in a mounMARKED
DOWN
Signer Ristolti is not a stranger in
price
you
Clarence Pierce left via the Denver tainous section of the state and many our city for he has
delighted Santa
The
will
be
The similarity Fe lovers of
& Rio Grande railroad this morning miles from a railroad.
good music at different
for points in Kansas, where he will of the thefts lead to the belief that times before, his last concert
low
having
of
direct-e;the operations
the gang are
' been
spend a vacation.
at the high school audigiven
by one or two men and the police
Mrs. R. P. Ruth and her giest,
torium, for the Elks' club, about three
Miss L. Highley, of Chicago, are here will try to find the leaders a:id arrest years ago.
them.
DRY
ADOLF
from the Ruth home at Chamita for a
He brings with him this time, beAPACHE BADLY WANTED.
visit with friends.
sides the other members of the orAn
l
Apache Indian named Juan
Civil Engineer T. O. Hayden left
chestra, an eminent violinitt, a young
wanted badly by the mounted po- master of that
yesterday for El Paso. He will make
instrument, who will;
a mineral survey, in Old Mexico be- lice for stealing a horse from John render a solo tonight during the
of
Arriba
Haines
liio
Haines,
Rogers
fore returning home.
Dr. H. M. Smith of Las Vegas, who comity, New Mexico, has taken to the
The professor has a number of perstamiBmgBmxamiXBiBaiirmxjii
is in charge of the state insane asy- mountains and a member of the de- sonal acquaintances among Santa Fe
lum in that city, came over to spend partment has been sent after hi:n. Mr. citizens, all of whom vouch for the'
Haines secured a warrant lor his artoday and tomorrow in Santa Fe.
excellency of his concerts.
uptotiie-minut- e
A feature worthy of commendation
James G. Fitch, member of the con- rest.
ALLEGED
KILLER
CAUGHT.
is that Signor Histoid has decided to
stitutional contention from Socorro
Gabriel Romero with Luciano Lopez make the
county, is up from his home in Socor-rc- .
price of admission 13 and
charged with having killed Edward J") tents, including concert and movHe is stopping at the Palace.
Nick Herrera, proprietor of the Co- K. Moore a brakeman at Gallup a short ing pictures, so as to give every one
ronado hotel and restaurant, and fam- time ago was arrested at Corona by an opportunity to enjoy the beautiful
ily; went up the Santa Fe canon this local officers, according to informamusic, skillfully rendered.
tion sent the mounted police and is
morning to be absent for about a
now in jail at Santa Rosa. He denies THE TIME PAST FOR
week.
F. Quinn of Albuquerque, came up knowledge of the killing.
PLAYING THE OSTRICH
A Special Sale on all
Ingrain Delton
or; business and is stopping at
the
SAYS GOVERNOR MARSHALL.
Montezuma hotel. C. G. Ackerman of
UNDERTAKING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES
that city is also staying at the Mon(Continues rrom rage One)
tezuma.
in the
Merle J. Pettis, formerly
been improperly favored by over pro
V. S. land office here, but now in the
teetloii: declares himself in favor of
CO.
forest service at California stations,
Senator .lose Castellot, head of the 'disrupting the old crooked,
of
is here for a few days' visit with
method
tariff making,' and adMexican senate and of the Scottish
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
vocates a 'tariff commission'
friends.
wholly
Rite Masons of Mexico, arrived in the
different
from
A party composed of Pete Griffin,
the
unsatisfac
present
and was met and escity last
Frank Owen, John Hull. Col. Reach-am- , corted to night Palace hotel
tory tariff board.
the
by a com"It is impossible to rise from a careFritz Muller, Ted M tiller and Han-pe- l mittee of local Masons.
he
.
Today
Pfiueger left this morning a la v.as shown all of the historic sights ful reading of his tariff discussion
without being convinced that he is a
burro for a two weeks camping ti'in of Santa
Fe and the surrounding
FIRE
INSURANCE
FIRE
now as he was when preson the Rio Medio.
while touig'ht a banquet will standpatter
country,
ident,
Miss A. Mugler, in company with be
given in his honor by the Scottish
Mrs. B. M. Forsha and Charlotte Iiite Masons. Senator
"Certainly only a very stupid man
WITH 5 LARGE ROOMS
Castel!ot, who
Wientge, returned to Santa Fe after i'i a very distinguished and venerable would expect him to curb the trusts.
besides Pantry and Bath ;
of all the combinations
ya month's
vacation at Denver, Colo- looking gentleman, spoke in the highlot 90x175 ft., with a num
rado Springs and Manitou, Colo., hav- est praises of Santa Fe, which, he in existence when he went out of office were created while he was presiber of shade and fruit trees. Five blocks from plaza. Will
ing spent a most p'easant lime. But declared, was one place that he would
D
found the climate there not to be not forget. After dwelling for some dent. Their creators had confidence
quote SNAP price to immediate purchaser.
in him surely and it is but just to
compared to that of Santa Fe.
time on the Ancient City, the senator
was
it
that
Did
not
say
misplaced.
Miss Gladys Rushworth, who has talked interestingly o conditions in
he not stay the hand of his pliant atbeen spending a month with her 'his country.
He did not care to say what his torney general, when he was about to LU
cousin, Miss Myrt'e Boyle, left this
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
bring suit to dissolve the Harvester
morning for Denver, where she will business in this country was, but. made trust? Was
not a twenty minute con
visit relatives and friends for a
a number of statements regarding the
versation
ACCIDENT
HEALTH
LIABILITY
before returning to her home existing conditions in Mexico. Sena- that the long enough to persuade him
Sleel corporation should be
tor Castellot declared that the stories
in Toronto, Canada.
allowed to absorb the leading compeMiss Kate Muller left this morning which had gained ground in this titor?''
for Rito de Los Frijoles, where she country to the effect that Tinted
While Gov. Marshall was speakwill spend a couple of weeks with the States Senator Albert B. Fall of Xew
a stand seating 200 persons coling,
interfered
had
and
Mexico,
school.
prevented
archaeological
Several were painfully bruislapsed.
the
successful
of
peace
completion
J,u,se John R. McFie left this
ed and were taken into the Indiana
morning for the Rito to attend the negotiations between the combatants
democratic club. None was reported
archaeological lectures, which are be- - in the present civil war in Mexico
were
said
seriously hurt, and Governor Marshall
and
that
false,
unqualifiedly
I
Nus-j ing conducted
Kate
Miss
there.
baum also left of El Rito this morn-- ' public sentiment w:ts against a con-- , continued his address.
tinuation of tihe war and he expected WOODROW WILSON SENDS
ing.
to see it end within three months,
HIM A TELEGRAM.
"I believe that the war will last not
Trenton, X. J., Aug. 20. Governor
Robert W. Herter, Lawrencevllle(
bothered with more than two or threo months," he Woodrow Wilson sent the following
Mo., who had been
415 Palace Avenue
::::
Phone. W 204.
said. "The rebel forces are scattered telegram to Governor Mrashall:
kidney trouble for two years, says:
"My heartiest and sincerest con"I tried three different kinds of kid-- J and have taken to themountains and
it will be but a short time until they gratulations.
It is a matter of the
My
ney pills but with no relief.
are subdued.
Public
sentiment is deepest regret, with, tne that I could
told me to use Foley Kid
; neighbor
of against the insurrectionists and for not be present to extend my conney Pills, I took three bottles
and this attitude of gratulations in person and to ex1 :the government,
cure.
and
a
got permanent
them,
Mie public mind is growing stronger
press again the warm satisfaction it
recommend them to everybody." Fu."
each day. Soon the rebels will
gives me to be associated with you on f.
assortment of the Best and Latest Patterns in
sale by all druggists.
without friends. We expect to concen- the democratic ticket. I should have & Large
STERLING SILVER.
trate the forces of federals in several liked to have a chance to ioin voi in
Special and Staple Patterns of llijrh Grade Table Silverware.
different states to oppose the insur - Bnowing how confident I feel in the
HAM) UfclUKAitU CHINA, WAIUlbb, ILUUi.
recto bands and Will soon Wipe them m.espnt.P of the nartv's
nnnnr- &G. out.
H.
KAUNE
Gold and Silver Filigree Jewelry in all the Patterns.
tunity to serve the people without
"When this is done, President Ma
JEWELS AND PRECIOUS STONES.
fear, favor or timity.
dero will be able to give more atten
warm
"Please
my
accept
personal
San Francisco
tion to the ordinary affairs of his ad- (i
Reliable Jeweler
I believe he will be a regards.
ministration.
Street.
"WOODROW
WILSON."
(Signed)
Erood
flnfl
fnr
is a

W

STEPHENS, Cashier,
Asst. Cashier

W. E. GRIFFIN

ORGANIZED GANG

Millinery

Your Patronage Solicited
6. LAUGHLIN, President

PERSONALS
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SPECIAL SALE

-

Saturday, August 17th Only.

B1Q BARGAINS

to such a
have to buy.
prices
and the values large.

Towels, Bath Mats, White Quilts, Etc.
Huck Towels,

now 5c,
19x45 " 10c,
Baih Towels, 18x36 " 10c,
" 24x40 "
20c,

"

Dew

ExtraHeavy,2445 "
"
" 28x52 "
"
Bath Mats
White Quilts,

"
"
"

ier

"
"

25c,
35c,
85c,

now

"
"
"
"
"

.

"

Regular value 10c
"
" 20c
"
" 20c
"
" 30c
"
" 35c
"
" 50c
"
"51.15

$ .75,

.99,

1.27,
1.49,
1.89,
1.75,

"
"
"
"

White Dimity Quilts,
" Fringed "

.99,

'

SELIGMAN

"
"
"
"
"

"
"
"
"
"

"

"
"

"

1.59,

Regular Values
Now For Only

...

S6.50

.

2.15
2.50
2.25

$1.99

Must Be Closed Out at

Bird's Eye Maple Bedroom Suits,

1.50

2.25

$10.09

$12.00

$1.99 $1.99

$1.99

OnceSee

Bungalow or Twin Brass Beds.

Carpets!

NOTED MEXICAN
THE CITY

Our W indows

is nnn nn.n
I

TO LOAN

GOOD income property ? We have for sale some
of the best residence property in the city. See

ox.TfsoN&ca
Phone, Red 189.
:
:
Santa Fe, New Mexico-

19 San Francisco St.,

eSHS
MULLIGAN &
Ji?rS--

-

5

J

mml

RISING,

FUNERAl DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

Day or Night Phone, I JO Red.

66-6-

Next Door to Postoffice.

When Your Glasses Break
SEND THEM TO

JAMES, C. McCONVERY,

8

"

Lenses ground either to match broken ones
or to Occullsts' Prescription.
BY FIRST MAIL.

nresident

While they last
which will
not be long,

APRICOTS
CORRICK LIVERY BARN

cts Per Pound

NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

BUY NOW

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
y of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
GASPER ST.

Telephone 9 W,
A

Five Widely Different

Or

Magazines
Want a Representative
Easy-Sellin- g

BUTTERICK

PUBLISHING

His

Fortune

Least His Capital!

SAWYER'S
Give Him a Trial.

There is Big Money for the
right person. Man or woman,
young or old. It you want work
for one hour or 8 hours a day,
write at once to
Butterlck Building, New York.

at

Where Do You Get Shaved ?

To Cover Local Territory

THE

Man's Face Is Often

IS

THE BEST PLACE

East of the Plaza.

The Daily Receipts of

LasCrucesCantaloupes
Go Like Hot Cakes
THEY ARE FINE, TRY THEM

CO.,

Phone Red 161.
Leave Orders at Butt Bros. Drug Sfore

5.

KAUNE & CO.

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality, .

ertt

strong character. He was the choice
A Want Ad. in the Xew Mexican
of all the people and when tihis tern-sees more people in one day than you
porary flame of insurrection is stamp-- i can. see in a month.
Try one.
ed out, will have their united" support
in' his office.
Latest sporting news in the Santa
"Regarding the stories which have Fe New Mexican.
Reed It.
gained ground to the effect that Sen-- :
ator Fall bad prevented the comple-- i
tion of peace negotiations, or had
interfered in peace measures which
were being taken, they are absolutely false.
They have no foundation
whatever.
"Senator Fall did not interfere frfr
the simple reason that there were bo
peace negotiations worthy of the
name. That was simply a trick on the
part of Orozco to arouse sentiment
in his favor.
"When Orozco found that Minister
Fire, Life, Accident,
Hernandez was In El Paso, he sent
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc.
"an emissary to him with a peace
plan. Minister Hernandez would have
terms for
accepted any honorable
peace which were proposed, but Orozco wanted too much. He wished1 to
make the people believe that he had
been willing to accept peace and had
City Property, Farms,
been refused an. opportunity to end
Rjanches, Orchardls,
the war. It wt ;a trick, that was all."
Senator Cast lot laughed at talk of
Land GrantsJ
American intervention,
saying that
Madero was amply able to cope with
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FOR SALE!

NW MAYES

BIGGEST BARGAIN IN CITY
Three Sixty-fofront lots on
Road, three blocks from Capitol
MUST BE SOLD AT ONCE !
Gal-ist-

ot

INSURANCE

call

up

LEONARD!

eo

TEL 246 w

REAL ESTATE

AUTO GARAGE

Etc

All kinds of FRUITS and VEGE- the situation.
TABLES received daily. If you
Dr. C. H.
want nice Fruits and Vegetables
Baldwin St.,
call on us.
Foley Kidney

NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
H.
EXPRESS LINE.

Vi

H. C. YONTZ,

!

'

104 DON

SILVERWARE AND;JEWELRY.

j

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

EAST LAS VEGAS, N. M.

RETURNED

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,

SWEET PEAS

S.

TAUPERT, MFG. OPTICIAN,

WORK

FURNITURE

MODERN DWELLING

s

,

us before closing a deal elsewhere.

&&5&&2?

THE AKERS WAGNER

Seven-eighth-

on improved business property only. Why not
put this with what you have and purchase a

1

CO.

FURNITURE ITEMS

ce

$8.59

GOODS

iwsisome

2.00

Ladies' Fine Mull and Batiste,
Dresses in
all colors, elaborately trimmed with fine lace insertion:
One-pie-

will
ridiculously

eon-cer-

1.75
.

simply

that

Roy-ba-

Reg. Val. $1.25
"
" 1.50

""1.19,

articles

great variety

IN

THE BEST EQUIPPED GARAGE IN THE CITY
DOES ALL KINDS OF MACHINE WORK

Surety Bonds

Ellsworth,
Dentist, 16
Rochester, N. Y., says
Pills gave him immediOf
ate relief and strengthened him won"I have been bothered with
derfully.
weak kidneys and bladder trouble and
194 W., Room 24
suffered much pain.
Foley Kidney Telephone
Pills gave me immediate relief and
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,
I am
strengthened me wonderfully.
pleased1 to recommend their use."
For sale by all druggists.
SANTA FE,
MEXICO

Cor.

Seligman
and

All Kinds.

Water
Sts.

REPAIRING OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
ONLY EXPERIENCED MACHINISTS

Cars to Hire, by Hour, Day or Night.
THE ONLY MODERN GARAGE IN THE CITY.
Phone your cal
Giving the best service at all times.
SUPPLIES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

ON

HAND.
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'
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investigate the moving picture trust.
Whether this is a good trust or a bad
trust, I am not prepared to say, but
or Adolf
probably Mike Stanton
Fischer could tell, as they have both
had, through their management of the
Elks' opera house here, an intimate
association with the operation of the

ahut the plotter

UoKtiny hearO lus1 mother "utter.
utters slu-H- '
doknxy mutter ;

I can't

fhvt er aay

Wter'

popular moving picture show. I have
no doubt that this trust, like
is likely to become arbitrary
iand do some things that are not
strictly within the lines of justice and
fair dealing, but it may as well be
understood by members of congress
THE BYSTANDER
SYNTHETIC IDEA.
FROM THE
that the chap who interferes with the
SEES IT
When Abraham Lincoln signed the Emancipation Proclamation he struck
of the movies, can not only
operation
SIDE LINE
the shackles from millions of slaves.
cour.t on a retirement to private life,
But a group of college professors in Berlin, and another in London are
but in being the leading figure in a
SILLY DR. WAUGH.
now eniraeed in nuttine an end to the awful torture and enslavement of
bee when he gets into that
he
when
awful
sure
gets
is
F. lynching
Willyum
Just what led Dr. William
negroes in the Kongo country in Africa, and the Peruvian Indians on tihe
retirement..
enforced
is
now.
Waugh of Chicago to go into print
headwaters of the Amazon. These men send out no proclamations, mutter "sot" in his ways like he
A man
in congress
may vote
stuff from one bottle to
with a statement that wife beating
no armies, fight no battles. They pour
the
asthe
tariff,
out
for
reciprocity,
anagainst
are
We
unqualifiedly
or
and
is
or
safe
anything
finally they
proper, or sane,
another, putter about with beakers, stills and flagons
batbestos court houses, first, last and else that is allowable, I cannot imag- Monroe doctrine, the building of
nounce that they have found a way to make rubber in the laboratory.
in Mexico, and
ine, but the doctor has gone and said: tleships, intervention
Natural products made in the laboratory are called "synthetic" products. all the time.
or all of them,
with
any
away
get
the
arouses
Jeal
mate
"When
planmeans
indigo
your
your
put
indigo"
"put together." "Synthetic
'Synthetic''
She expects sucn but let him vote for any measure
tations out of business. "Synthetic rubber" is sure to put the rubber planNot one of the Old Guard has ousy, beat her.
a that will be injurious to the movies
tations out of business.
lopped off his subscription for three treatment.'' Hold on, girls, wait
When rubber can be made of starch, metallic sodium, fusel oil, isoprene, days. What's the trouble fe'lers?
minute, I am just quoting from Dr. or baseball, and the first foreign
Waugh. I do not believe any such steamer out wi:i be about the healthbutyric acid, and a few other things, it will; no longer be sought in the deadly
rot and am going to say what I think iest point for hi:n.
a
of
life.
costs
ton
it
commerce
where
a
every
of
tropics,
We are in favor
or such idiotic drivel in this day and
All rubber goods will go down in court and immediate adjournment
Automobile tires will be cheaper.
I take it that the members of the
age, or any other age, for that mat- present congress have about enough
price. More potatoes will have to be grown for the making of starch, and principally immediate adjournment.
which is now done
ter. But the Chicago doctor wanders to worry about in their reelections
the honest farmer will do the worc witih a corn-ploon still farther in his maze of unreas- this fall without taking on any such
by a tortured Indian or negro with a machete.
fire department
Lunas
Los
That
Professors Perkins of Iondon and Ferubach of Berlin have made rubber
oning and dangerous philosophy and trouble as will come to them with
the
Santa
In
records.
Fe,
in the laboratory as good in every respect as that obtained from trees. The saved the
says: "Some women require beating." any action that will tend to injure the
saves
fire department almost always
I have movies. The man who don't care
Of course no men do, doctor.
question of price depends on the cheapening of the production of fusel oil.
This oil is now worth nearly $700 per ton. Fernbach of Berlin is credited the lot.
always wondered why all this talk of what becomes of himself politically or
with a discovery which will bring its price down to less than J 2 10 a ton.
slapplngs and beatings about the do-- socially or physically is the only man
Those suffragets in Ohio are great- mestic hearth has been confined to
Professor Perkin says that this discovery should bring the price of synthetic
who can
any sort of a movement
rubber down to sixty cents a pound with a probability of further reduction ly encouraged over the fact that an the feminine side of the house and we that will join
be even irdirectly injurious
the
a
rattlesnake
killed
I
cents.
to twenty-fou- r
Ohio hen
always hear of the wife beater.
to the national game or the moving
We shall more of us be able to ride in motor cars when this happens.
don't believe that ever in my life, I
other day.
show.
The poor man will be able to afford waterproof clothes with real rubber
have heard of a husband beater; and picture
in them.
That Progressive convention in Chi- yet I have known of instances where,
The long arm of science will unlock the shackles of the slaves of rubber cago cost only $20,000.Come on, if ever a good, sound thrashing, that
In the tropics.
Brother Charlie, put up your expense would leave the victim in the shape
cr?
And then, if the professors will only give us synthetic ivory, the "White list and let's look at her.
Johnson would leave him after he had
Man's Burden" may be quite removed from the Kongo.
polished him up, was deserved it was
We agree with our two XT. S. sena- in the cases in mind. I have always
DER.TOK BRA-E- V
came
tors that if those Apaches know what wondered why, when a man
NAME IT NEW MEXICO.
of good in money
no
sort
There's
an
for them, they will remain home, silly, maudlin, reeling from
The senate of the United States is in the throes of an effort to name is good
If you grab it;
of booze, his wife did not
dear o'd New
from
far.
away
far
the new battleship and a portion of the senators are strongly in favor
gc ngnt alter him with ail the heavy Though to live on milk and honey
of calling it the Constitution,
.lust why, is not stated. It may be that some Mexico.
Is your habit.
artillery in the house, from the
of them are trying to square tihemselves with the constitution for the manto the skillet, winding up with You will find it isn't funny.
a glass eye
to
are
get
going
They
ner in which they have battered it and disregarded it and nullified its force;
You will feel it
an upper cut from the stove poker.
some of tihem may have patriotic memories of the old ship that made its for a convict in the penitentiary in
Isn't
joy to gather money
we
an
of
stunt
read
athletic
Rarely,
him.
to
reform
an
effort
name in American history, but neither party has a sufficient claim to chris- California, in
When you steal it.
in
we
are
of
kind
this
and
always
in
ten the new boat, and tbere is no reason why the old and worn out name Usually a glassy eye works better
sympathy with it too, all of us. The
should be again used, when at hand is a most appropriate name which is that respect.
man has it coming. He "requires it," There's a lot of good in money.
the logical one and under usage is the proper one. The name should be
It will bless you,
as the learned humanitarian, Dr.
old
Now what do you suppose
Xew Mexico.
It will help to make life sunny,
women.
of
says
Waugh
wanted to go and have) the
Never has the name been used in any such connection as have all our
'Twon't oppress you.
The doctor is a little antique in his
other states save Arizona and she should come next. It has long been the job recalled for Sec? What business views. The day of beating
has about You'll enjoy your milk and honey,
"nom
with
the
ne
nas
monkeying
got
custom to name by states and what could be more fitting than that the
Never spurn it;
gone by. Hence our societies for
latest battle sunp should bear the name of the youngest state? Besides, inating power ' mat way :
prevention of cruelty to animals. For there's lots of good in money
there is the law for it.
When you earn it!
Once in a while, perhaps, the spankIn the agricultural department at
The senators need not quibble longer over this question, when a name
of by gone days may be
paddle
ing
so appropriate and so in line with events is at hand. The constitution is the state fair this fall, the Old Guard
but
salutory and almost necessary,
old, but New Mexico is young as a state, yet with a record in history that expects to take first prize with its
in the domestic circle belong
beatings
i
merits a recognition and a length of years of active service for the govern- wonderful exhibit of home grown to the age of the cave man.
ment against tremendous odds that entitles her to some honor of
just the lemons, cabbages and pumpkins.
kind here presented.
ENTER, SIDE WHISKERS.
Let the new battleship be New Mexico.
They want to name the new battleIn
the fashionable whirl or world of
"New
of
instead
ship "Constitution"
Mexico." 'Why don't they wipe the fashion, or whatever we have a mind
comA MENACE.
name "New Mexico" off the map, if to call it, changes are constantly
That is a rare bit of humor on the part of William Lorimer when he that's the way they feel towards us? ing in the method or wearing clothes
and even to the way we shall fix our
refers to Theodore Roosevelt as a "menace." William Barnes says the
same thing, and yet it was only last spring that the investigating committee
faces, and of course, the manner in
A Civil war veteran of Pennsylva- which ladies
of the New York legislature said of this same William Barnes: "The most
fhall dress their 'hair.
show
a
to
nia
went
moving picture
Now, comes the news from London
conspicuous
beneficiary 0f graft, public extravagence and raiding of the
a
to
he
and saw what purported
that side whiskers and strapped pantmunicipal treasury we find to be William Barnes, Jr., himself."
Senator
Penrose also regards Roosevelt as a menace, yet it was Boies Penrose to whom charge by his old regiment. He im- aloons are coming back, coming back
This is from 1S30 or thereabouts those DunArehbald telegraphed the modest little sum of $23,000 in payment for his mediately dropped dead.
intimate association with Standard Oil interests, and "in accordance with eitiher a compliment of a knock. Take dreary whiskers, checked
trousers,
your choice.
our understanding. So does Guggenheim the tainted senator from
strapped under the shoe, all coining
Colorado,
back to give men a chance to at
whose name in connection with Alaska land deals and other matters has made
him more notorious than famous. To be regarded as a menace
is a homely brute, least make some kind of a showing of
Moose
The
Bull
suclh
a
by
He isn't safe and sane,
gayety and color on the dull and colorring or gangsters ana gratters as that is an honor to any man and the more
SMEAR CASE.
less landscape.
Then they say that
He lacks judicial temperament,
they voice their opinion of the Colonel, the more he will gain in popularity
with the whiskers are coming back
with the average people of the country who have come to
And he has a shaggy mane.
Don't fail to hear Bistollis
these
creatures of the corporations and tools of the big interests regard
He has a call, both long and low, tight waists, rolling collars, striped
in their true
Italian orchestra at the Elks'
and checked double waistcoats, swath
light.
And not much of a name,
tonight.
ing neckcloths, and sugar loaf hats.
All the
But some how in the long run,
and companions of the men above mentioned agree
we
Won't
be
same.
He
with them as to the Roosevelt menace, and from their
the
lalapaloosas?
there
just
gets
TO AILING WOMEN
standpoint, they are
Then with all this we are to have
absolutely right. He and the party back of him are a menace to those
to
worn
be
handkerchiefs
scented
which the
PERFECTLY SAFE.
gang would
tucked in the sleeve and walking A Little Sound Advice Will
hold inviolate, sacredly free from the vandal hands of the American
people
a Sufferer in Santa Fe.
sticks attached to the wrist by a
0
We
tassel.
to
have
are
sleeves
tight
In his address to the Maryland editors Mr. Taffs
speech was devoted
on our coats, slit up the side, all decNo woman should consider herself
entirely to party regularity. The president wants nothing that smacks of'
orated with pearl buttons. Gee! That healthy and well if the kidneys arej
the unusual; nothing out of the established order of
doing things in the po-certainly sounds swell.
weak. Poisons that pass off in the
litical field.
It will seem funny after this long secretions when the kidneys are well
"Regularity, or feeling of regularity and respect for the republican party
season of bald faces which fashion are retained in the body when the
for what it has done and for what it is capable of
doing, will bring many
has decreed, to see men adorned with kidneys are disordered. If the kidneys
a man back," says the president. The question of
regularity is not
and
Dundreary whiskers and bell crowned and bladder become inflamed
the average voter just now, so much as the question of right. It bothering
is not so
hats. If they will only bring bacK swollen worse troubles may quickly
much a matter of party usage as it is of justice and a
recognition of the
the hoopsklrts and hair nets for the follow. This is often the cause of
peoples' interests as well as those, corporative.
The speech of the president
pains, lameness, backladies, we can go out walking and bearing-dowto the visiting editors was but a string of olatit
I understand that your brother Is
Uric
we
etc.
back
are
in
poisoning is also freache,
another
imagine
age,
for
plea
regulanty in political action, which regularity consists in voting the in trouble with the police In Xew but
of headaches, dizzy
cause
and
quent
hoopsklrts
strapped pants
....v-- ito uunuiB eieciois are aeciarea Dy Taft to be dishonest, York?"
c
and Dundreary whiskers will seem a spells, languor, nervousness and
a word which most people would think the
president would be a little chary! "Nothing of the kind. You forget little Incongruous with electric
pain.
of using since his nomination at Chicago.
lights
Regmarity, however, seems to be that he runs a gambling house."
and telephones. With all the microbes
When suffering 'so, try Doan's Kidthe only available argument.
that science declares Infest the ney Pills, a remedy that has proven
0
State of Ohio, city of Toleao,
mustache what a wild Jungle of bacilli effective in thousands of such cases.
I add the loval voice of the southern
confederacy to the general acclaim.
ss.
Lucas County.
a set of Dundrearys would be. Here Let a Santa Fe woman tell of her exThe republican party was a factional party. It existed in the south
Frank J. Cheney make oath that he would be a great chance for the disfor the purpose of keeping up the prejudices between the north and the only Is senior
perience.
south
partner of the firm of F. j. infectant factory to get out some new
Mrs. Agripina D. de Gonzales, 102
me repuoucan part aione nas prevented the real social and
union Cheney & Co., doing business In the line of microbe
political
Garcia St., Santa Fe, N. M, says: "In
destroyer.
of the south and the north."
of
and
State
Toledo,
County
Who will be the first, I wonder, to
1906, I used Doan's Kidney
mat does not sound like an attempt to disrupt nor destroy, but rather City
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay come out in Santa Fe with Dun- September
backache that had been a
Pills
for
to build and unite. It is from the speech of Col. T. P.
DOLLloyd of Florida and the sum of ONE HUNDRED
In the
dreary whiskers, gay colored waist- source of much annoyance.
as ueuveieu ai me progressive convention at Chicago.
LARS for each and every case of coats and bell crowned hats.
morning when I arose, my back was
0
Catarrh, that cannot be cured by the
so lame and painful that I could hardiua laiuei just cannot neip slapping at somebody. Now she says the use of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
AGAINST THE MOVIES.
ly stoop. I knew that my trouble was
American nousewire does not know how to cnok. idu mou,,...
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Of course there are two sides to due to disordered kidneys and I was
Standard Oil and things like that but when she charges inability to cook
Sworn to before me and subwibed
the movies, finally led to try Doan's Kidney Pills
including
on the part of American housewives, she is talking to an audience of
in my presence this 6th day of De everything,
their management and method of pro- by the good reports I heard about
In American married men. They have to be shown
cember, A. D., 18S6.
duction, their value and quality and them. The contents of one box of
0
A. W. GLEASO.V,
(Seal)
all that, but the people are on the this remedy drove away all my pains
A text In our creed:
Public.
Rotary
movies' side and congress better go and I am happy to state that my cure
Easier method of amending the constitution, and then bringing under fed-erHall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern- flow in
any Investigation that hinders has been permanent."
control big business, child welfare and women workers.
"
ally and acts directly upon the blood
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
0
and mucous surfaces of the system. their operation.
Co.,
The
Buffalo,
national
A California physician says that it Is impossible to catch cold. Thed Send for testimonials, free.
legislature which has cents.
New York, sole agents for the United
"What is the batter? Is id a dreab we've beed havig?
F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Toledo, O, developed within the last year or two
r.s a perpetual Investigating machine, States.
0
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Remember the name Doan's and
It is most artistic, the manner in which Judson Harmon keeps his enTake Hairs Family pnig for con which does not grind out much of a take no other.
is of any value. Is going to
that
thusiasm for Woodrow Wilson, concealed.
grist
stipation.

"All of Today's News Today"

Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking.
OFFICERS.
money-transmitti-

R.

J.

J. PALEN, President.

B. READ.

L. A. HUGHES,

ng
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F. McKANE,

any-oth-
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T HE PALACE
N. M.
SANTA

......
FE,

S. A. AKINS,

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

Proprietor.

AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN

PLAN.

LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
European Rate, $1.00 and up,
American Plan, $2.50 and up.

Meals, 50 Cents.
Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
rooms. Hot and cold running water,

steam heat, electric lights.

LARQE. FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.

1

The Montezuma Hotel

I

JMqvqyic&

lover-soakin- g

, SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

flat-iron- s

n

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.

How About That Fire Insurance?
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?

Think About It!
THE

--

MOULTON-ESP-

Then Act

I

COMPAN V

E

SANTA FE, N. M.

GENERAL AGENTS,

ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,
EDDY DELOADO, PROPRIETOR.
MANUFACTURER

MEXICAN BLANKETS, RUGS, PILLOW

OF

TOPS, NAVAJO PATTERNS,

Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.
Orders Taken and Promptly Filled.

Send for Price List.
119 Don

s

Qaspar Avenue.

Help-Man-

ONE DOLLAR BUYS
One Thousand Dollar? in Accident Insurance for one
OCEAN

1

n,.

ACCIDENT INSURANCE COMPANY.
Let us Explain Our New

TRAVEL

INDEMNITY POLICY

For those who travel.
GENERAL

AGENTS

year in the

This contract is a winner.

HALL & HALL

KOOM 21, CAPITAL CITY

BANKBL.DG

rhep-mati-

Foster-Milbur-

n

Rooms With Bath,

....

$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

THE ALBANY HOTEL
This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath,.

,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

has filed notice of intention to make
r
Pnal
proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before Register or Receiver, U. S. Land
Office, at Santa Fe, New Mex., on the
9th day of October, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Crecencio Roybal, Pablo Gonzales,
of Pecos, Xew Mexico; Manuel Delga-do- ,
of Santa Fe, New Mexico; Juan
Ramirez, of Pecos, New Mexico.
MANTEL R. OTERO,
Register

Consumptives Helped by

five-yea-

Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, X. M.
August 9, 1912.
Pecos Forest.
Notice is hereby given that Miguel
Lamy care of Fablo Gonzales, Pecos,
Xew Mexico, on August 23, 1907, made
Homestead Application No.
XE 14, S 2 XW
for SW
Section S, Township
XW
SW
17 X., Range 12 E., X. M. P. Meridian,
0472S-11-90-

4

4

waits.

GOOD
WOMAN'S
LOOKS
STEPHENS A
her general health and
from pain. Many woman looks
Depend
are
before her time because
those irregularities
feminine.

ROY

a
freedom
old
on
of
which
essentially
It Is fully to liclitve Hint Cinisuiiiptlou
Starting from early womanhood, she sutft-r-s from frequently recurring derangements
riiflVr.s
lioiii every .iltifr disease in not
that upset her womanly health. H she he beautiful she grows into that mellow
requiem; the use of any speeilie liietlii-infor its euro. The tronhle has been that
afte without wrinkles and crowfeet about the eyes or tiie blue circles underneath.
none was known until the many cures
It is invariably the rule that such women suffer little, or not nt alt, from womanly
en'e.-te.- l
liy Kekinun's Alterative tiejiau to
be realized. Now, lor ten yeais. an enorderangements which sap the health and leae in the face the tell-tal- e
story of pain
mous mass of voluntary and thankful tesand suffering. Dr. U. V. Pierce, the famous specialist in the diseases of women, found
timonials from persons who consider that
a prescription in his early practice that soothed the organism peculiar to womanthey owe their lives to this remedy have
hood oiled the machinery, as it were, of the human system and helped the woman
been neeiunuhitini:. Surely plenty of time
You
to demonstrate its lasting value.
and aied her face. This remedy became
to pas those painful periods that scnr-Iineone:
is
cau write to any of them. Here
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Tuberculosis Medicine

NOW READY.

V()

Send your orders in now for this latest
volume covering the decisions of the
Supreme Court up to January 15, 1912.
We also carry in stock all numbers from
one to fifteen inclusive. Copies of the
Compiled Laws of 1897 and all subse's
quent Session Laws. Money's and
Digests of the NewMexico Reports.
Missouri Code Pleadings and Missouri
Pleading Forms.

WINNGWINGS FROM
THE
CITY

Der-den-

FOR SALE BY

New Mexican Printing Co.,
PUBLISHERS, SANTA FE, N. M.

IT7TSI SUMMER

T0URI5T

KLVl

RATES

EAST AND WEST
SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.
St. Paul,
$50.35

St. Louis,
$44.35

Chicago,

$50.35

Colo. Springs,

Pueblo,

$18.15

$16.15

-

Denver,

$21.10
Salt Lake,
$40.00

Los Angeles,

San Francisco,

San Francisco,

San Diego,

Oakland,

Oneway via Portland,

$46.90

$55.90

$73.35

San Francisco,

San Diego,

Oakland,

One way via Portland

$40.55

$50.55

$67.50

August 29, 30, 31, Sept. 2, 3, 5, 6, 1912.
Return limit, Oct. 31st, 1912.

gent.
FOR RK.NT In private family, to
two or tour people, two nice sunny
rooms; one lias private entrance. Next
door to bath, electric lights, telephone. Address "L" care Xew Mexican.
Elegantly Furmsned Rooms for Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav-nall modern conveniences, including
electric light, steam heat and baths,
In the First National Bank building,
Apply to F. M. Jones.

g

TYPEWRITERS.
adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and supplies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewriters guaranteed.
Pants; Fe
Typiwriter Exchange. Phone
Cleaned,

the buggy.

The horse was so badly
frightened that it ran over him while
he was trying to hold it. Mr. Powell
was slightly hurt about the hips and
one hand and arm, while Mrs. Paw- ley and Uie little girl were fortunate
in escaping with practically no in- jury. Harming! on Enterprise.

.
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'
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Tracts of Fine
GRAZING

LAND IN NEW MEXICO

Any size tract 5, 000 acres up
Prices right and on good terms.
For information call on or write

HARD LUCK FOR EDITOR.
Friends of Editor C. E. Mason of
The Daily Record will be sorry to
learn of his recent serious illness of
blood poison at Atlontic City, where
h has been spending the last eight
weeks with his father and other rela- tives. Mr. Mason suffered an attack
of Hood poison about two weeks after
arriving in Atlantic City. The poison
from the bite of an insect on
one nr nis ani;tes ind tor several;
weeks his leg from the ankle to the
inp(x was swpUpa (1onbl
its normal;
size. He was compelled to undergo
P. vp
different operations before
the
poison was checked and his leg began
t'i improve. He is able to walk again
and the attending physicians S'ly that
if will be a matter of a few days only
until he will be all right again. The
physicians say there is no danger of
further infection.
Mr. Mason took pains to keep the
news of his serious illness from his
tamiiy anu menus nere so long as
there was no immediate danger, and it
was not until he was well on the road
to recovery that he permitted the
news of his tl'ness to reach Roswell.
In his last letter to Mrs. Mason, he
saj-le Wjl ,,robably be able to leave
,
for nogw
ft
ee. or two.Ros.
well Record.

O. O. CARR, CHAMA, N. M.
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the mineral, cool, clear water of the
Aztec Spring.
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Visit the Grand Canyon of Arizona

LOW RATES TO MANY OTHER POINTS EAST AND WEST.

Low

witL
Low-iul.-

Hay fever and astnma maKe August
intense suffering to man
IT HELPED SOME.
Foley's Honey and Tar
people.
After investigation we find the rain
V.OIU1.UUHU
6
i'""did not cover uie entire plains coun- uea.uis .'.try but only seasoned a portion
nei, aim is fcuuu.iug
.... ....
uie imiau.
j..
hl.fJUj,h llere going solUh ab(u,t
..ieretnew, .ue., says, a iew uos;s ui miles and as far north as Four Lakes
As!iec
resnrinr
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
...uoo
i.ooo.u...
....i..v.
CAXDELARIO MARTINEZ,
lieved me of a severe attack of as Mexico plains east and west.
P'lprietor
thma and less than a bottle caused a
lot
Tihis rain has done a wonderful
complete cure." Refuse substitutes. ot good to tne young leeu anu some
TRY A DOLLAR'S WORTH.
For sale by all druggists.
are sowing winter oats and still otii- Pin a dol'ar bill to your name and
ers are going to try the turnip way.
tiddrcss, and we will mail the first
This rain has made the pastures
HOOKWORM CAUSES
two lessons in our Shorthand, and we
DEATH OF MINISTER. green up and has been been worth
Salt Lake City, Aug. 20. Hook untold value to the stock and sheep
guarantee you will write and read it
in a few hours, OR YOI'R MONEY
worni aeipureU wnue lanoring as a men. McDonald Record.
BACK PROMPTLY!
minister in the south, is held respon- NO LOSS,
NEW LIGHT PLANT.
YOU HUN NO RISK,
e for tlle (lea,h hcre tod;'y
f,the
new
A proposed layout for the
RUT YOU GAIN A LOT. You don't
Kev. .1. is. rani, a name ui Auurr
sthe light plant was received from an
an(1 .a graduate ot
want rpmini,inK that to take a note
in Shorthand of a conversation, a lec
eineering house this week. It calls
lial'tlst
'"'o.ogicai
'for a building of brick 43x0 feet,
ture a sermon, resolution, or a min-thLouisville, Ky.
n
it stamps you as a brighter
cflwme- from hook worm facing west, with the hack end a tern- ute;
wall.
Room is provided for
and smarter man than the other fellow. We teach by mail or personally
in a hospital at St. Louis. His fatal two units of 450 horse power each,
mediately
land will
to he installed at once and an- at
the College. SO EASY, SO TRUE,
.i 1LZ Z nl;',,
T, attack began while he was traveling one
Each unit con- in southern other when needed.
SO PROFITABLE all your life.
a
relinouis'hment
'todav
v.ith
wagon
missionary
the
purchased
lin(ier engIneg
sjsts of (wo
Avoid procrastination and write
&
o; Ed MUI.ken seven miles southwest
genel,uor be.
this minute. The man or woman who
n
The building will be
f
You cannot aet up to Jate prlntliu tween them.
puts it off is the one who is always
R. F. Richardson and wife arrived
material put up in such manner that it will
,..,,.
have
D
unless
you
f....
going to do it, and never does; and
i.u...
,
.uuaj
tho
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nm.patinn of
anri
raciiines.
ine ,iew .ijliv:u " ....... v..
therefore is the one left behind that
will make their home here.
Pecos
the
Valley
plant.
Will Rncker, colored, was arrested has to put up with the crumbs in- Printing Company hes both, and a' News. present
last week by Deputy Sheriff Tom stead of a eood healthy meal, or big
If you are a lover of music, don't the same time expert mechanics. Your
Moore, charged with the murder of J. ;wages; always hits s'.ich dilatory peo- foil to hear ISistollis celebrated Ital- - orders are always assured personal at
ACC1DENT AT MILL.
W. Jackson, the aged negro prospec- - ,iPi for jt js they who are failures
tenUon- ian orchestra at the Elks' tonight.
The cyanide mill opened up fH tor and miner found dead in front of
Tn nnvn tvir.ro lonrn mnrp.
i;f
blast Sunday, the machinery running Wg f.abjn a Black Hawl( eighteen WRITE NOW.
...
B.rtu..e....u..
..es southxve,t of silver City on Tn the Santa Fe Business College:
smoounj muci. .u
all concerned. Without warning, one
July IS. Rncker had his preliminary
try t0 earn y0ur Shorthand,
j
of the large agitator tanks suddenly
hearing before Justice Newcomb last you promise I can write and read it
down
scaffold
the
gave way, smashing
and the case was continued, iu a few (iaVs. Very well; I
out some Friday
on which it rested, tore
the testimony of two wit- - w.jln ,,jn a dollar hill (or a money
flume work and caug'ht Frank Reed
who could not be secured in ,er or a cheque) and expect this dol- and Stanley Leary, who were stand
is dead at .
,ime for th? flrst nea,'nR- Meanwhile, lar refunded, if I decide to return the
pioneer in aeronautics,
New York, Aug. 20. Mrs. Harriet and
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t
i
fnrtV
Hacker is confined in the county jail. flrst two lessons.
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will dash on the stage at one of the problems, ongmating
steam engines, boilers and Anally fly-- ;
tirely circumstantial in nature. At the To the fcanta Fe Business College:
New York theaters for one performton.Questa Gazette.
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At the Astor mansion, Sixty-fiftbe kicked six si,0otei: found on the man figures Pecos Forest.
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Battle Creek, Mich., paid $!,OuO.0O in June.
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of town, and ran for some distance can see in a month. Try one.
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San Francisco,

Los Angeles,

Liberal Stop Over Privileges.

K.

room nouse
Aug. 2, D. S.

AtwrroRK Letter

sale daily, to September 30th.
Return limit, Oct. 31st.

SPECIAL EXCURSION FARES.

On sale

STORES THIRD CROP.
to!
Douwalder is planning
stack his third cutting of alfalfa and
will not sell it at the present time as
ne wi" 8'"' a ln"cn better price later
i.i the season. This is a wise move on
the part of Mr. Douwalder and should
be followed by other farmers.
Hay
will sell on our local market during
the winter from $14 to $1S per ton and
while Uie shrinkage will be considerable Wiere is still a good profit deriv
ed through holding the hay. Lake;
Arthur Times.
C.

-

CALIFORNIA.

On

to the building as he could get. His
did likewise. For
two companions
several minutes, they hung to the
wall while the pole passed above
their heads. The pole swung far
enough to crush Stephen's hand, hut
fipspite the pain, he hung in his per- ilous position until the pole was
checked hy the workmen and he was
eafe. His hand was given emergency
treatment, but he will probably be unable to work for many days,

1'

LOST A Ions tan coat, between
Sargent's residence and Santa Fe canyon. Reward for return to W. G. Sar-

mfii

will leave for his new home in a few
days.
Mr. Stockwell has installed the first
pumping plant in the district east of
the little Florida mountains, and is
getting 2u0 gallons per minute for ir- rigation.
The Little Vineyard company is In- 'stalling a 25 horse power motor on its
third well two miles east of Deming.
This plant will make the water sup- ply of this company about four thou- sand gallons of water per minute when
,311 three wells are pumpng.
Jesse J,. Doyle, of C'clina, Texas, is
'visiting his cousin, Mrs. C. E. Hen-- ;
drickson.
Jerome Pickett and E. E. Howland,
both of El Paso, are prospecting
in
Deming this week.
of
There was a heavy downpour
rain in Deming this afternoon, amount
to about one inch precipitation in
half an hour.
In a brawl last night, Anastaeia
was seriously cut across the
abdomen by another Mexican named
Denuna. Dominguez is in the hospital, and Denuna is in jail. The pre
liminary hearing is being postponed
of the
landing tihe development
wound.
John Duff purchased yesterday
through the Sherman Realty company
the relinquishment of Pansy Young
seven miles south of Deming. the con- Mr. Duff is
sideration being $1,4(10.
from the Imperial valley of Califor

KKN'T

FOR SALIC Two story residence on
Palace avenue. Lot 0x240 feet. O. U.
Watson & Co.

lile

j

Apply to

Rood cook.

Sargent.
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Summer Tourist Rates from Colorado and Other Eastern
Points to Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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For further information call on or address,
SANTA FE, N. M.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
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SUMMER
TOURIST
TICKETS
On

Sale

i

j

Until

Daily,

Sept. 30,

Ind

$50.35

NEW YORK,

$79.35

BOSTON,

ST. LOUIS,

$85.95
$44.35

BUFFALO,

ST. PAIL,

$69.85
$50.35

CLOSE CONNECTION AT TORRANCE
WITH THE

LALirUKlMA
LOS ANGELES

$46.90

DIF.GO,

SAN FRANCISCO,

$55.90

For further information address Eugene Fox, Qen'l
senger Agt. E. P. & S. W. System, El Paso, Texas, or
H. A. COOIKER, Genera! Manager N. M. C. R. R, SANTA FE,

-

2

Going via El Paso and Southern Pacific and returning
same route, or via A., T. & S. F.

and SAN

-

2

4

GOLDEN STATE LIMITED
C 4 1 IPHDMI 4

'

i

1912.

IN CONNECTION WITH THE NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
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-
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,
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FIVE MILLION
NEW VOTERS THIS
YEAR AT THE POLLS
FOR CARLSBAD

NEW ENTERPRISE

THE BIG STORE WHERE

THE HOME OF

Quality Groceries

PRICE AND QUALIT I MEET

OF

AND

COLORADO

WJflfMM

CAPITAL

WITH

Will

Blli

flPfN

OF
RFA!

.vAili.,..w

HATS,
FEATHERS,

Nearly 5,000,voters are expected to
lear at the polls this year, according
t0 an estimate prel,ared here for the
republican national co.nmittee. There

000 new

COMPANY

ORCHARD

t.1

LATEST IN

-

New York, Aug. 20.

PLANTATION

What is the difference between
prize fiaht ana our meat shop?

FALL MILLINERY

ETC.

will ue .i.oau, uuu ui;i& cuiiaui.iiioc
"The Big Store, the Emporium Dry! co street that has made that street
ESTATE BUSINESS THERE
women
bv aee alone, and 1.350.000
Goods Center'' have become synoni-- j one of the best in the city and Mr.
citizens.
land
naturalized
to
never
has
Salmon
hesitated
newly
in;
and
low
prices
tnous with quality
There will be 24,332,200 male vot- ss of ex- Santa Fe when Xathan Salmon, a prove his property
The Carlsbad, Plantation and Or-- '
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA
iih a iiuiital stock ers. The number of women Is esti- short time ago, added ..practically ev- pense.
(hard company
total
a
at
over
mated
which
11,007,000,
of
an
to
dry
making
buildin
line
o;
general
date,
to
shares
In
'his
350,000
up
fine
addition
store
ery
shares have been issued, fifled of approximately 20,000,000 persons very successful and the cat is reportgoods store, to his already large stock. ing Mr. Salmon has built for himself
At the prize tignt. you see rounds of
The Big Store stands today for the and family one of the most, expensive copies of its articles of corporation who may vote.
ed to be resting easy.
In 1908 there were 22,207,000
final word in dry goods in the capital and elaborate homes in the city and w ith the state corporation commission
Gov. McDonald issued a requisition
pound, but here you see pounds of
voters flnd the number o votes tcday for John Smith, charged with
and has come to be recognized not ii is furnished with some of the most this morning and if upon examination,
round!
only in this city but in all the sur- expensive furniture, rugs and curtains it is found to have complied with all cast was 14,SSS,442.
burglary and larceny in Luna county,
will
one
it
store
as
state
tne
the
law,
of
ever brought to the ancient city.
rounding towns,
requirements
and now held by Arizona authorities.
busiwhere the best goods can be secured
The best show of the season for PORTERHOUSE and SIRLOIN
As a citizen of Santa Fe Mr. Salmon bo given authority to open for un- STANDPATTERS IN
on the snortest nonce aim hi iuj has shown his unfailing faith in the ness. The concern is incorporated
ILLINOIS SEEK TO
25c and 15c at tne Elks' tonight.
KEEP OPPONENTS OUT.
prices.
future of the capital by investing ev- der the laws of Colorado. E. E.
The whole of yesterday was gener-- i
Short Steak, Flank,
Mr. Salmon began business in San- ery dollar he ihas made here in city Hackett of Carlsbad is the resident
cloudy, with showers and thunally
to
concern
his
Ttoe
new
proposes
Chief Interest in Progressive
ta Fe in 1S96 four doors below
m.
the
a.
property and in his business. He has agent.
five
twenty
derstorms. At
Round Steak, Pork Steak,
at Chicago Centers in' thermometer went to 55 degrees,
present imposing building on San taken a leading place in inducing new place on the market a big tract de-ot
New
of
Names
He had a limited stock capital to invest here and he has been fine fruit land and to do a general
to
Get
Francisco.
Party
Fight
while at eleven thirty a. m. it reachThat's About
and a tloor space of but twenty by one of the foremost men in inviting velopment and real estate business in
Candidates on Ticket.
ed 75 degrees. The forecast has it
is
another
It
lower
Pecos
the
valley.
forty feet. By fair business dealings outside trade into the city and in
The Way They Rank !
local showers tonight or Wednesday.
inand up to date methods, he increased keeping it here by honest
business sample of outside capital being
Chief inter
111., Aug. 20.
New Mexican office
the
Wanted
Chicago,
by
indicates
his business and each year he put methods, good goods and low prices. vested in the new state and
The Mere Mention
est in Chicago proE'essive headquart- a boy to carry papers. Must be reback into increased stock and new Ir his store today, is represented ev- - that capital is not viewing uie sium-er- ers
in discussion of liable, ten to twelve years of age.
centered
today
Of The Above Choice Cuts
lilies, every cent that the store earn
leading line of nrominent manu- - tion here with alarm.
Make your bath brush more valuthe securing a party scale on the of
ed. It was not long before such en- - facturers and few cities of the size of
Mrs. Hugh 'Williams, wife of the ficial illinois ballot.
Medill McCor-mic- able to you by securing one with good
Should Bring
terpri se attracted trade and The Little Santa Fe can now show the same state corporation commissioner, has
declared that members of the bristles. Zook has them.
Store began to grow into The Big stock of goods. He does not cater to left for her home in Deming after a
state republican organization were
Don't fail to see Cupid's quartette.
Post-HasteStore. Finally, Mr. Salmon was forc- cheap trade and only solicits the best pleasant visit here.
!
using every effort to keep the pro- This picture alone is worth the price
extensive of patronage and Hience he buys with
ed to secure his present
state gressives from placing their names on of admission. The Elks'.
O. L. Owen, member of the
of
one
a
tloor
use
space
that idea in view.
building, to
corporation commission has left for the official ballot.
The stork called yesterday morning
How Gcod They'll Taste !
hundred and ten by fifty feet, two
He got
"I intend to continue to build up Roswell on official business.
emMr. McCormick exhibited a number at the home of Mr. and Mrs. C. F.
Likewise his force of
stories.
was
this store,'' said Mr. Salmon today, as far as Lamy last night and
ployes was doubled and it became "until it surpasses anything in the forced to return because
of
late of telegrams from progressive leaders Kanen leaving a daughter.to The
take into
various states in which predictions
times
the
bird does not seem
to
many
employ
necessary
state. I want to make The Big Store tiains. He made a second start this in
of victory were made
consideration the desirability of per- capital he formerly had invested. But a credit to Santa Fe in every way morning.
One was from A. L. C. Atkinson, petuating the Kanen name as .uonby careful management, fair and hon- and keep it at all times, up to its presest prices, he forced up his patronage ent standard in materials, prices and
nroeressive
national committeeman",'? s can was tne iourm auu on eacu
A NEW CARLOAD OF, until it would support The Big Store business methods."
Phone 92.
FEDERALS HAUE
from Hawaii, who said he would aroe'easion the gift has been a girl,
In addition, Mr. Salmon
of today.
in Chicago for a conference to-rive
IN
NOT ARRIVED
"
WATERMELONS
was one of the first business men ii
i'
morrow.
Santa Fe to realize the immense trade MONTENEGRINS
OF JUAREZ
territory that lies in this section ot
UTTER
N
LOCAL MENTION
the state and he has built up a mail
El Paso, Tex., Aug. 20 Repairoider business that is second only to
fedo
the
which
Cettinje, Montenegro,
Aug. 20. A ing of the railway
the regular trade in the city of Santa
on Juarez has
Fe. Mr. Salmon and Judge X. B. mass meeting of Montenegrins here eral army is advancing
WEATHER FORECAST.
If General Telles
were the pioneers in start- today protested against alleged atro-- ; been completed.
I.aughlin
Colo., Aug. 20. New
Denver,
can
he
4.
train
will
proceed rapidly by
ing the building boom on San Francis- cities committed by Turks in the AlMexico:
Local
showers tonight
the
presbanian district of Berana
on the arrive here by tonight. But
and Wednesday.
rebels
100
of
of
a
ence
along
a
group
where
frontier,
Montenegrin
large
a
the railway, near Juarez, causes
number of Christians have been
R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.
Phone Black 12.
A resolution
was passed fear that an attempt will be made to
Still selling Ox Yokes at Goebels.
rivnninito the tl'iirliS as the trOOP
governcalling on the Montenegrin
A dollar show for 13c and 25c at
ment to declare war against Turkey. tiains nass over. It is considered the
Elks' tonight.
The war fever is rapidly growing in probable lhat the federal trains will
Avoid
nervous shock. Don't take
coun
move slowly with cavalry marching
intensity throughout the whole
a bath that is too cold. Get a bath
on the flanks and in advance to pretry.
NO MORE CHANCES
In this thermometer from Zook's.
vent such an occurrence.
Rev. Gabino Rendon united J. C.
IN TURKISH CAPITAL. event another day will be required beSmith and Marguerita Trujillo in
recentof
Juarez,
Constantinople,
Aug. 20. A tele- fore the occupation
at Chimayo yesterday.
HEADQUATERS FOR
gram received here today from Ush-ki- ly evacuated by rebels. The federals marriage
Elegantly Furnished Rooms Tor Rent
that an agreement has been reach- have reached Guzman and have a
Rooms elegantly furnished and havHIGH-GRAD- E
ed between the representatives
of clear road to Juarez for a distance of
all modern conveniences, including
Alt'he
HAVE YOUR WATCH
Turkish government and the
about five miles.
electric light, steam heat and
ing
is plumbing
combines
banian insurgents who were march20. Forty
El Paso, Texas, Aug.
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY
in the First National Bank
in considerable Mexican soldiers have been sent from laths,
ing toward Saloniki
points of reliability, long service, and
huilding. Apply to F. M. Jones.
WATCH will run without
force. The Albanians are said to Mazatlan to the mining camp of
Bistolfis Italian orchestra, tonight,
oil or cleaning longer than
have begun to return to their homes.
thorough sanitation.
where Americans and English- at the Elks'.
Rumors of further changes
in the men are
surany other piece of machin
been
to
have
is our aim to
reported
The county clerk issued a marriage
Turkish cabinet are declared in offi rounded by striking Mexican miners.
ery bui it needs both occasion
El
of
license
F.
to
Martin,
George
furnish
cial circles to be entirely untounded. Ti)e
4
ally.
foreigners have sent telegrams to Paso, and Margaret Allen, of Santa j
the governor of Texas appealing to Fc. and J. C. Smith and
If you will consider that the rim of
will
Marguerita
him for help.
the balance wheel travel over fifteen
of Truches.
both
WOMEN
POLITICAL
Trujillo,
meet
these
miles a day, you will not grudge your
requireAll those who have been notified to
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
Are
IN RIOT LITTLE GIRL IS
WORKERS
ments
same
to
or
road
tax
work
exactly.
their
will
a
increase
the
pay
hice
year. It
BRUTALLY MURDERED
on the roads and have refused
to
lie and accuracy of your watci
Ask us for prices
IN HOME IN BED.
J.tave your watch with us
Xew York, Aug. 20. This was a
comply with the law, will be prose"StauwW fix- busy day for women political workcuted without further notice. Rafael
ers in this city. At an executive com- Mildred Green Daughter of Minister Gomez, City Marshal.
A. S. Jones of the Lee Pharmacy, mittee meeting of the Woman's NaYou cannot get up to date printing
a temporary time, a two reel sub- is Found in Bed With Her Throat
Cut No Clew to Slayer nor Reason ject. with Bistolfis Italian orchestra
material Chico, Cal., who has handled Foley & tional Wilson and Marshall organizajnless you have
Mrs. J. Borden Harrimau was
for Crime.
at the Elks' tonight.
SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.
j
and facilities. The New Mexican Co.'s medicines for many years says: tion,
had
elected president.
The place
A brisk, vigorous rub with a good
consider
"I
anl
that
at
has
and
Foley's Honey
both,
Printing Company
been offered to Miss Jda Tarbell, but
Eugene, Oregon, Aug. 20. Mildred wash rag helps the circulation, im- -:- t.ha same
time expert mechanics. Tar Compound has no equal, and is Miss Tarbell said she thought site
New Mexico
the 12 year old daughter of proves the health. Special Turkish
Green,
Your orders are always assured per- the one cough medicine I can recom- could he more useful writing.
of
the
A.
minister
Zook's.
wash
at
Rev.
H.
Green,
rags
mend as containing no narcotics or
sonal attention.
Mrs. Harriman presided and spoke
found dead
W. H. Kerr, the local barber, and
other harmful properties." The gen- at a woman's meoting in Union Square Baptist church ihere, was
in bed this morning with her throat incidentally a man of wide knowledge
sala
a
in
uine
A little want ad costs but a few
yellow package. For
today.
cut.
concerning animals, Insects, etc., was
cents and brings wonderful
results by all druggists.
A near riot
occurred when the
The child occupied a room directly called upon to extract the tooth of a
Don't fail to see a Temporary Truce speakers had finished and Mrs. Harriwhen published in the Xew Mexican.
of her father who heard cat yesterday. The operation was
Try one.
man and several other women began above that
tonight at the Elks'.
Mr.
r.c disturbance during the night.
throwing campaign buttons to the
to the girl this morning,
crowd. Soon hundreds of boys and Green called
an answer. Ho
The crowd and failed to receive
men were scrambling.
went to her room and found the body.
and
the
finally surged upon
platform
failed to bring
Mrs. Harriman and the others were The coroner's inquest
for
the
crime,
motive
any
pushed and almost knocked down.
rK ' 5
The police have been unable to find
Policemen were obliged to draw
o Vo
any clue to the murderer. There
their clubs to drive the exejted crowd were
no signs of a struggle about the
Mrs.
fiom the platform.
Later,
room nor anything about the
child's
HOttECRorr HASH .
luncheon
of
the
attended a
been disturbed.
had
room
Housewives' league, where fihe spoke
afy W
j T1 AKe equal Parts sun
It is possible that the murderer enAND
for the democratic party, while Miss
;phait
tered by the back door, intending to
Boswell
faajr linoleum. Rur
Helen Varick
represented
9
house but aroused the little
CR. Ann A HAID tuuiTu
national republican headquarters and rob the
DOZEN
killed tier to
PISH TOWELS An' OLD
and
girl
accidentally
Mrs. Wm. Grant Brown presented the
whisk broom and Three or
prevent an outcry.
VOUK Tin CANS. PLACE in
claims of the progressives.
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AM A MUSIC LOVER
I LIKE THE UAInT '
LOVE

TO

Twang
WHILE

THE cat: 1 am SoRRVThat
I have only nine lives
Give Ton my Country,

to

a

PUFFING- My CIGAR.

"Pianos set me
ulNLirt- I.
and Trombones
Tin fir . . .

""BUT
OF My

THERE'S

YOUMGEST

NOTHING.

KID AT

Ni&HT.

ELEPHANT
TERRORIZES VILLAGE.
Chicago, III., Aug. 20. An elephant,

STRANGE DISEASE
KILLS KANSAS HORSES.

THIRSTY

crazed, it is said, by its keeper's failure to give water, hurst its chains
and escaped from a wild west show in
Englewood, a suburb, today. Hun-- ;
dreds of persons were terrorized by
the maddened beast, which in its
flight, smashed fences, uprooted trees
and overturned one or two small
Police, sent In wagons to
buildings.
capture the elephant, were forced to
climb trees. They coaxed it Into a
corner and shackled it.

Kansas City. Mo.. Aug. 20. Three
hundred horses, belonging to farm-ers of Ness county, Kansas, have died
during the last week, from a malady
that is puzzling veterinarians,

HOUSE.
Convened at 10 a. m.
Representative Rainey charg.
ed Representative Austin with
being personally Interested.
Naval appropriation bill con
ference report with provision for
one battleship approved.
X Report declaring Representa- X tive Hughes, of West Virginia,
legally elected.

.XXXJCXXXXXS XX

X

"r

Aug. 20. It is re- Constantinople,
ported that Montenegrin troops yes-- ;
terday surrounded and entered the
Alhanlan Hlctrl. nt Parana nn tho
Montenegrin frontier, where a massa-cr- e
of Christians by ' Mohammedan
arnauts has been in progress but that
the fort remains in the hands of the
''
Turks.
Albanian
The
insurgents are con-- .
tinuing their advance toward Saloni-- '
k!. It is reported that a rebel force
numbering 2500 men occupied Guev- gueli, fifty miles from Saloniki.

The

X Turkish government has concentratX ed troops, at Keuprulu, and Ibrahim
X Pasha who bag taken military measX ures for the protection of Squp, has
X given
the insurgents twenty-fou- r

hcurs to submit.
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have approved
filing systems, good

.

typewriters, good paper
anH careful stenographers,
but many are unaware of
the need for good carbon
of the troubles
paper
poor copies may later
bring.
Be fortified against any
possible disadvantage occurring from the use of
wrong material. Take
advantage of the example
set by thousands of progressive business houses
and look into

1

1.

hi

p

Local experts, who have been call-- !
ed in, declare the horses have con-traded a form of moM from eating
grass that sprang up rank following
recent heavy rains. The mold, if that
Is what it is, caused paralysis of the
throat muscles and congestion of the
brain. The farmers have been treating their own animals. They give
the animal oil or some other mediTHE DAY IN CONGRESS cine, which the horse cannot swallow,
and veterinarians declare, death is
from mechanical pneumonia as the
X
SENATE.
medicine goes to the lungs.
Convened at 11 a, m. and went
X
into executive session.
MORE CHRISTIANS KILLED.

Senator Penrose announced
he would make a privileged
statement Wednesday regarding
changes in connection with cor-respondence between him and
John B. Archbald.
Confirmed nomination
of Secretary Romero as United States
marshal for Xew Mexico.
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CARBON
PAPER
The copies made are clean,
purple, green and red) do not rub or blur.
Made in six varieties:
wonderfully long-liveand gives manifolding power of each :

and distinct. The inks (black, blue,
MultiKopy is clean to handle and
The following list names the varieties

SECULAR FINISH

HAED FINISH

MultiKopr.Lt.WU 20; Medium, 8 i EUling, 6

MultiKopy. LtWu 16; Medium, 6; Billing, 4

Write for Free Sample Sheet
it for 100 tetters. Mention your name. 6rm's name (or school) and
dealer's namu in writing lor sample.
!

Star Bralid Typewriter Ribbons
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without clogging tbe type so as to show on the paper.
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